
 

 

 



the power of
total integration.
Only Cleaver-Brooks offers single-source integration for every aspect of your industrial 

steam system projects, from burner to stack, custom built to meet your needs. Our 

Nebraska boilers, Natcom burners, and energy recovery hrSGs have long been 

the industry benchmarks for quality and engineering. When they’re incorporated into a 

complete system built, managed, and maintained by us, you are getting the best solution, 

the best efficiency, and the lowest emissions possible in a virtually refractory-free product. 

Our global Project Management team will lead your project from design through start-up, 

supported by more than 1,500 representatives worldwide. No one else can provide this 

type of complete and total integration.

cleaverbrooks.com

Steam-ready CBNd
Our system that’s ready 
faster with proven 
performance and 
integrated engineering.

ForCed-CirCulatioN 
large-CapaCity 
Steam geNerator
Up to 250 T/H of steam 
with the power you need 
and the total integration 
of Cleaver-Brooks.

NatCom BurNer 
retroFitS
Increase the efficiency 
and lower the emissions 
of virtually any 
boiler, regardless of 
manufacturer.

exhauSt SolutioNS
A full line of chimneys, 
grease duct, and gas 
venting products for 
every boiler system 
we make, or anybody 
else makes.

New epa guidelines are in effect 
and require immediate action by 
most boiler owners. 

Find out if you are affected and learn 
how to comply at cleaverbrooks.com/epa 
or visit our help desk in the booth.



Steam-ready
CBnd
You choose the size and options on the Cleaver-Brooks 
Nebraska D boiler you need, from 10,000 to 225,000 lb/hr, 
and we’ll deliver a solution that’s faster than ever. But it’s more 
than just a boiler. It’s an entire boiler package, from the air inlet 
to the stack outlet and the feedwater inlet to the steam nozzle 
outlet, along with everything you need to operate it. You not 
only get a faster delivery from Cleaver-Brooks, 
but you’re also able to plan and manage 
your work faster – weeks faster than with 
a traditional system, all designed for 
maximum efficiency, reliability, and 
low emissions.

Visit cleaverbrooks.com or call 402.434.2000.

forCed-CirCulation 
large-CapaCity 
Steam generator
A steam generator with up to 250 T/H of steam, less than 
2% blowdown with evaporator water, and 99.5% steam 
purity. Tolerates substantial upsets in water quality, heat 
flux, and flow. It features modern, water-cooled walls and 
optimized, heat-transfer surfaces, reducing its footprint and 
weight by 50%.

Printed in the USA. © 2011 Cleaver-Brooks, Inc.

natCom Burner 
retrofitS
While a boiler and other components can withstand the 
rigors of constant service for decades, burners often cannot. 
Even low-NOx burners more than 10 years old should be 
considered for replacement. High fuel prices and low-NOx 
legislation mean now is the time to make sure your burner 
isn’t holding back the full potential of your boiler room.

exhauSt
SolutionS
With a full line of chimneys, grease 
duct, and gas venting products that 
fit our condensing boilers, packaged 
hot water boilers, and steam boilers, 
Cleaver-Brooks has installation-ready 
and freestanding stacks for virtually 
every application. We engineer 
and produce our exhaust systems 
to exacting standards quickly and 
efficiently. Our installation-ready stacks 
with male-to-female joints reduces 
installation time by 40%, meaning it 
can be completed in a matter of days, 
not weeks or months.
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Product Development

When you’re the industry leader, the only way to stay there is to 
continuously innovate and push the boundaries of what people think is 
possible. Many of our competitors claim to be innovators, but no one 
invests more energy and money in research and product development—
and achieves greater results—than Cleaver-Brooks. At our dedicated 
product development center, we continue to develop breakthrough 
emissions and efficiency technologies for tomorrow’s boilers and burners.

Flexible Solutions

Whether it’s modular systems 
that divide load among 
boilers of similar size and 
type or hybrid systems that 
combine different types 
of Cleaver-Brooks boilers 
for additional flexibility and 
efficiency, there’s a  
Cleaver-Brooks solution 
that can be customized for 
your needs. Because we 
manufacture nearly every 
type boiler and the integrated 
controls that make all 
components work together 
seamlessly, you can be sure 
the design is appropriate for 
your application.

The most comprehensive, integrated solutions

Cleaver-Brooks sets the bar for industry-leading, energy-efficient, low-emissions products for your boiler room. 
Whether it’s a new boiler installation, from the smallest electric commercial boiler to the largest industrial boiler, or 
retrofitting your current facility, Cleaver-Brooks fully integrated systems, including boilers, burners, controls, and 
auxiliary equipment, supply the most efficient solutions in the world. Only Cleaver-Brooks boiler systems have the 
power of total integration for your entire boiler room, built in from the ground up.

Only Cleaver-Brooks can offer complete boiler systems, from fuel inlet to stack outlet, that 
are completely designed, engineered, manufactured, and integrated by one company. 
Other boiler manufacturers rely on equipment from a variety of manufacturers, simply bolted 
on, jeopardizing compatibility and performance. If you’re looking for the best-quality boiler 
systems with the lowest emissions and highest efficiencies, you’re looking for Cleaver-Brooks.

The power of 
total integration
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Hybrid Solutions

Conventional Solution

Integrated Control System

Product Development 
is driven by four guiding 
principles – safety, efficiency, 
reliability, and sustainability.



Light Commercial Commercial Light Industrial Industrial Heavy Industrial Power/Utility
Petrochemical/

Oil Sands
MMBTU (Input) 0.4                                3 8 15 50 125 500 1,225

BHP (BHP = 33,475 BTU/hr) 10                               75 200 375 1,200 3,000 12,500 30,000

lb Steam (BHP = 34.5 lb/hr) 350                        2,600 7,000 13,000 40,000 100,000 425,000 1,000,000

Kilowatts (kW) 12                             800 2,100 3,900 12,000 29,900 126,900 298,500
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Industrial Burners
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Burners
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Falcon Control
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High efficiency. Low emissions.
Cleaver-Brooks recognizes there is a need for advanced technologies that 
enable a more energy-efficient and environmentally friendly generation of steam 
and hot water to help make boiler rooms more green. We are one of only a few 
boiler manufacturers in the world that has a dedicated product development 
center. Our center is annually funded with the specific mission of developing 
efficient and sustainable products.

Turnkey conversions and comprehensive upgrade and retrofit capabilities from our world-class 
engineering staff make it easy to change fuel types, lower emissions, increase boiler efficiency, or bring 
any age system back to the manufacturer’s original specifications. Cleaver-Brooks has the solution and 
dedicated aftermarket team to help you engineer and implement whatever advantage or benefit you 
may need.

By continuing to develop and encourage greener boiler room solutions, Cleaver-Brooks estimates over 
the next decade we will help U.S. companies save billions in fuel and facility costs and prevent more 
than 100,000 tons of emissions and particulates from entering the environment.

The chart to the right outlines turnkey solutions which can be implemented on virtually any 
boiler, as an accessory when ordering a new boiler, or as retrofit to improve the efficiency of 
an existing system.

Lower-Emissions Solutions

Add Flue Gas Recirculation (FGR)
Can be added to almost any boiler to reduce the 

formation of NOx emissions

Upgrade Controls
Advanced controls can be added or  

upgraded on any boiler to hold emissions  
as low as possible every day

Burner Upgrade
Burners should be upgraded every 10–12 years to 
bring your combustion system up to date with the 

lowest-emissions technology available

Boiler Replacement
If your boiler is 15–20 years old, it often makes the 
most sense to replace your boiler system with the 

latest emissions technology available

Add Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
Can be added to boiler systems to achieve 

emissions requirements that are lower than the 
best available boiler and combustion technology

Energy-Efficient Solutions

Fuel Conversions
We can engineer a fuel conversion on your 

existing boiler system to switch to or between less 
expensive fuel options

Upgrade Controls
Advanced controls can be added or upgraded on 

any boiler to keep your boiler operating at peak 
efficiency every day

Burner Upgrade
Upgrades ensure burners have the highest 

turndown and modulation technology available to 
prevent energy loss from boilers cycling in low fire

Add Heat Recovery
Any boiler can benefit from a heat recovery system, 

which recovers waste exhaust heat and uses it to 
heat a cooler water source, such as boiler feedwater

Boiler Replacement
If your boiler is 15–20 years old, or oversized, a 

new, higher-efficiency or right-sized boiler system 
often makes the most financial sense

Maximum ImpactSignificant Impact

Efficiency and sustainability 
are not only environmental 
priorities, but economical 
necessities for our customers.
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With our proprietary Boiler Operation Optimization Savings Test (BOOST) report, you can determine the exact 
upgrades and accessories your existing boiler system needs to increase its efficiency to its absolute maximum 
and decrease emissions. By installing the correct burners, controls, and heat recovery equipment, you can realize 
substantial savings immediately. And our customized financial report details the cost savings in real numbers, 
so you can prove it’s the right thing to do. No one else has BOOST, and no one else makes the accessories 
and components engineered specifically to operate together at peak efficiency for your specific operation and 
applications. We know you want to make the most of every dollar, and we can help.

Extensive Parts List

From OEM parts to maintenance and upgrade kits, 
and our complete line of boiler tubes, Cleaver-Brooks 
provides an extensive offering of Specialty Parts to help 
keep your boiler room up and running, and better than 
ever. We now offer job-specific spare-parts lists to make 
part selection or replacement even easier. Once a firm 
boiler order has been processed, a job-specific spare-

parts list can be provided, giving you and your staff 
confidence that the parts and solutions you need will be 
ordered correctly. We can even provide a spare-parts 
list for most existing Cleaver-Brooks boilers, using your 
boiler’s serial number. Visit cleaverbrooks.com/parts 
to submit a parts and service request.

Training

Cleaver-Brooks is committed to helping you maximize the 
safety and performance of your boiler room, and is the only 
boiler manufacturer with a dedicated Training Department. 
We offer comprehensive, in-depth training that teaches 
how to operate and maintain boiler systems at maximum 
safety and performance, at the Cleaver-Brooks Boiler House 
and Product Development facility in Milwaukee, Wis., or 
custom on-site programs at the customer’s facility. We also 
offer Web-based programs and co-sponsored authorized 
representative regional programs. If you’re responsible for 
the day-to-day operation or maintenance of your company’s 
boiler room, a plant engineer, maintenance supervisor, 
operating engineer, facilities manager, plant manager, or boiler room supervisor, we have a boiler room training seminar 
that can help. Visit cleaverbrooks.com/training to register or view available classes.

PROjECT SUMMARy CASH FLOW

year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Total Implementation Cost ($143,780)

Annual Incremental Pre-Tax Savings $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447 $88,447

Less Depreciation from Boiler 1 ($14,378) ($25,880) ($20,704) ($16,563) ($13,257) ($10,597) ($9,418) ($9,418) ($9,432) ($9,418) ($4,716)

Before Tax Savings $74,069 $62,567 $67,743 $71,884 $75,191 $77,851 $79,030 $79,030 $79,015 $79,030 $83,731

Less Tax ($29,628) ($25,027) ($27,097) ($28,753) ($30,076) ($31,140) ($31,612) ($31,612) ($31,606) ($31,612) ($33,492)

After Tax Savings $44,441 $37,540 $40,646 $43,130 $45,114 $46,710 $47,418 $47,418 $47,409 $47,418 $50,239

Add Back Depreciations $14,378 $25,880 $20,704 $16,563 $13,257 $10,597 $9,418 $9,418 $9,432 $9,418 $4,716

Net After Tax Cash Flow ($143,780) $58,819 $63,420 $61,350 $59,694 $58,371 $57,307 $56,835 $56,835 $56,841 $56,835 $54,955

Cumulative Net After Tax Cash Flow $58,819 $122,240 $183,590 $243,284 $301,654 $358,961 $415,797 $472,632 $529,473 $586,308 $641,263

Maximize efficiency and minimize costs with

booSt.SM

Total Annual
Savings: $88,447
Payback: 28.0 Months
NPV: $216,838
IRR: 40.7%

AfTErMArkET SoLuTionS

The Cleaver-Brooks Representatives Association 
(CBRA) is the first and only dedicated alliance of boiler 
room sales and service representatives in the industry. 

More than 1,500 CBRA representatives across the globe provide 
unparalleled, ongoing support—from commissioning your system, to 
providing parts and turnkey after-sale solutions, to extensive product 
training and knowledge sharing. 

Cleaver-Brooks is the only boiler manufacturer with worldwide representation. 

Visit cleaverbrooks.com to find your nearest representative.

After-Sale Support

Whether it’s our proprietary BOOSTSM (Boiler Operation 
Optimization Savings Test) program for evaluating your boiler 
system, our boiler room training seminar, our service, our 
global sales network, or simply the most complete resource 
for boiler room parts, accessories, maintenance, and 
emergency service, no one provides you better support in 
more locations than Cleaver-Brooks. 

CLEAVER-BROOKS
REPRESENTATIVES ASSOCIATION

industry-Leading network
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CuSToM SEriES
10,000 to 1,000,000 lb/hr

The widest range of natural circulation watertube boiler designs for industrial, institutional, power, and 
superheated process applications, available to less than 5 ppm NOx.

induSTriAL WATErTuBE BoiLErS
Cleaver-Brooks offers the industry’s widest range of natural circulation watertube steam generators. Every aspect 
of our system is designed for maximum efficiency, reliability, and low emissions. Every furnace utilizes an innovative 
welded-membrane wall design backed by more than 75 years of experience. And Cleaver-Brooks is the only 
manufacturer with refractory-free boiler wall construction.

STEAM-rEAdy 

CBnd
10,000 to 225,000 lb/hr

You choose the size and options you need on the Cleaver-Brooks 
Nebraska D boiler, and we’ll have a solution that’s ready faster than 
ever. We do not interface with any other brand’s parts. Just like every 
Cleaver-Brooks system, steam-ready systems are integrated only with 
Cleaver-Brooks components. Available for steam or hot water, and 
with emissions as low as 7 ppm NOx with combustion, 5 ppm NOx 
with Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR), and 1 ppm CO, it’s a flexible 
and cost-effective way to get your boiler room online fast.

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

O-Style
10,000 to 150,000 lb/hr
High power in a symmetrical, compact, and  
portable design.

A-Style
10,000 to 275,000 lb/hr
Large capacity in a small footprint.

Modular-Style
300,000 to 800,000+ lb/hr
High capacity, custom engineered for  
minimum field labor.

D-Style
10,000 to 300,000 lb/hr
Shop-assembled with the complete boiler package.
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HEAT rECovEry STEAM gEnErATorS
With state-of-the-art, customized, packaged heat-recovery steam generators for gas-fired turbines from 1 to 
45 MW, Cleaver-Brooks is a leading global provider of natural circulation packaged and modular HRSG products for 
gas turbine, process exhaust, incinerator exhaust, and hot water generation. We have extensive experience customizing 
systems for your specific application. Our systems can increase efficiency for large-scale industrial applications such as 
thermal oxidizers, incinerators, FCCUs, thermal oil heaters, economizers, and air heaters.

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

ELEvATEd druM
200,000 to 500,000 lb/hr

Up to 250 T/H of steam in a 
single, shop-assembled module, 
engineered to have the lowest 
installed cost. No refractory on 
waterwalls and burner throat 
means lower NOx emissions 
and reduced maintenance. It’s a 
complete, Cleaver-Brooks single-
source solution for integrated 
boiler, burner, and controls.

forCEd-CirCuLATion 
STEAM gEnErATor
150,000 to 500,000 lb/hr

A steam generator with up to 250 T/H of steam, less than 
2% blowdown with evaporator water, and 99.5% steam 
purity. Tolerates substantial upsets in water quality, heat 
flux, and flow. It features modern, water-cooled walls 
and optimized, heat-transfer 
surfaces, reducing its footprint 
and weight by 50%.

MAxfirE®

Up to 1,000,000 lb/hr

A modular steam generator 
featuring an integrated boiler/
burner/control package with an 
integrated NATCOM ultra-low-NOx 
duct burner. With capacities up 
to 453 T/H of steam, the MaxFire 
is a highly efficient steam solution 
capable of meeting single digit NOx 
and CO emissions requirements. 

SLAnT-vC
10,000 to 300,000 lb/hr

A compact, natural circulation 
steam generator tailored to 
applications with gas-side inlet 
temperature less than 1,750°F. 
Single pressure design with integral 
steam drum and single pass design 
for lower gas side pressure drop. 
Flexible installation results from 
multiple gas flow options to fit the 
plant layout. Accommodates CO/
SCR to meet stack emissions and 
available to less than 2 ppm NOx.

Additional Products
MaxFlow Hot Water Generators, Modular Heat Recovery Steam Generators(Patent Pending)
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CBEx firETuBE BoiLErS
For decades, engineers have been trying to build a better and more efficient boiler system, but it took 
Cleaver-Brooks to challenge the status quo and reimagine what is possible. Since Cleaver-Brooks is the only 
company that manufactures every component of the boiler system, we were able to design a completely new 
system from the ground up, incorporating our EX technology. It can only be described as a quantum leap in 
firetube design, with the highest operating efficiency and lowest possible NOx ever achieved.

dESign 
AdvAnCEMEnT 
THrEE:
Integrating the burner 
and controls

Ultimately, the performance 
of a boiler is based on 
the ability of the burner, 
boiler, and controls to work 
together. Controlling the 
CBEX is the Cleaver-Brooks 
Hawk, an integrated control 
system embodying precise 
boiler/burner management 
and safety with logic-
based ancillary devices and 
functions. The Hawk keeps 
your boiler and burner 
consistently operating at 
peak efficiency with the 
lowest possible emissions, 
regardless of changes in 
environmental conditions.

dESign AdvAnCEMEnT onE:
Optimizing the tubes
for better heat transfer

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
modeling allows us to optimize the 
extended surfaces of the spiral heat 
transfer tube to utilize 100% of its 
diameter. This proprietary design 
achieves the highest heat transfer rate 
of any tube in the industry.

CFD model of an advanced heat transfer tube.

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

Highest Operating Efficiency  
of any Firetube: 10:1 turndown  
while maintaining 3% O2 across  
the firing range

To achieve the best operating efficiency, boiler 
engineers strive to maintain the lowest excess 
air throughout the firing range. Maintaining 
low excess air translates into higher efficiency. 
The CBEX Elite is the only firetube to achieve 
3% O2 across the entire 10:1 turndown 
range,* making it the most efficient firetube 
boiler ever built. The high operating efficiency 
paired with the high turndown rate means the 
boiler cycles less, minimizing the purging of 
energy caused by boiler cycling.

*At 30 ppm NOx

THE BEnEfiTS of Ex TECHnoLogy

EX technology provides for a revolutionary boiler system that features the lowest emissions, most robust 
combustion, and best thermal efficiency across all operating ranges. Compared to existing models, the CBEX 
attains the highest fuel efficiency in lower firing ranges.  It also emits fewer air pollutants than any firetube system 
on the market today. 

Lowest Possible NOx: Sub-5 ppm 
without SCR† 

The optimized furnace in the CBEX provides lower 
heat release and near-perfect combustion. This, 
combined with the Hawk integrated control system, 
reduces emissions to unprecedented levels. Prior to 
the development of the CBEX, sub-5 ppm NOx without 
Selective Catalytic Reduction had never been achieved. 

†Select models

Quick Steam Up 

With the smaller footprint and lower water volume, 
the system heats up 20% quicker than traditional 
firetube models.  

Smaller Footprint and Weight

By optimizing the heat transfer of both the tubes and 
furnace, the CBEX requires less heating surface to 
achieve the same BTU output as traditional firetubes, 
while maintaining the highest possible efficiencies. As a 
result, the CBEX on average has a 15% smaller footprint 
and weighs 20% less than traditional boilers.

Extended Pressure Vessel Life

The temperature is more uniform in an optimized 
furnace and reduces the turnaround gas temperature. 
This lowers the stresses on the furnace and second-
pass tube attachments, extending the life of the tube 
sheet and attachments. As a result, Cleaver-Brooks 
offers an industry-leading, 15-year pressure vessel 
limited warranty. 

10% 100%

A.  The number of ribs, angle of the 
ribs, and height and width of the ribs 
have been optimized for peak tube 
performance.

B.  Improved tube profile utilizes 100% 
of the tube diameter for heat transfer.

 
C.  Increased surface area and a 

complex boundary layer separation 
reattachment phenomenon result in 
better heat transfer.

A

B

C

4�Low heat release 
rates result in lower 
turnaround gas 
temperature and 
reduced thermal 
expansion of 
the tube sheet, 
extending the life of 
the tube sheet and 
tube attachments.

4�CFD Modeling leads to a 
geometrically optimized furnace 
with average heat release rates of 
125,000 BTU/hr/cu. ft. This leads 
to near-perfect combustion and 
the lowest possible NOx levels.

4�Lower and more uniform flame 
temperature means less thermal 
stresses on the furnace.

4�Maximum heat 
transfer in the 
furnace radiant 
zone achieves the 
optimum balance 
of high heat 
transfer with the 
lowest pressure 
drop.

dESign AdvAnCEMEnT TWo:
Optimizing the geometry of the furnace  
for near-perfect combustion

Once the heat transfer tubes were optimized, we took advantage of the fact 
that the tubes could transfer more heat in less space. We then used this 
space to optimize the geometry of the furnace for low heat release rates and 
near-perfect combustion.

CBEX maintains constant optimum excess air 
across entire firing range for maximum efficiency

CBEX Excess Air

Other  
firetubes have 
high excess air 
requirements, 
except for in 

high fire 

Optimum excess air range for highest efficiency

%
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CBEx ELiTE
Delivering the best efficiency and emissions control in the world.

Our new EX technology, with new heat transfer tubes and superior combustion, is at the heart of a whole new way to 
experience efficiency, but that’s only the beginning. The new CBEX Elite is our flagship system. Every core component 
has been designed and built by Cleaver-Brooks to work together, resulting in the most efficient and lowest-emissions 
firetube system ever built.

Best fuel efficiency of any firetube ever built

 Completely integrated boiler, burner, controls, and heat recovery system 

Minimum excess air across the operating range

Ultra-low NOx emissions without Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)

Can meet 10 ppm CO emissions requirements (at 30 ppm NOx) 

15% reduction in footprint versus traditional designs

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

100–1,200 HP

Exclusive Cleaver-Brooks integral burner

Integral burner design now available 
with 50% more capacity

Air-cooled integral front head

Can meet 5 ppm NOx emissions requirements
without SCR (select models)

Can meet 10 ppm CO emissions requirements  
(at 30 ppm NOx) 

1,300–2,200 HP

System-matched Cleaver-Brooks packaged burner

Maintains a small footprint in large capacities

Affordable alternative to industrial watertube boilers

Can meet 9 ppm NOx emissions requirements

Can meet 10 ppm CO emissions requirements (at 30 ppm NOx) 
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CBEx PrEMiuM
Get EX advantages with a packaged burner.

The CBEX Premium also includes our revolutionary EX technology, along with a completely integrated boiler and 
burner system. Extraordinarily efficient and capable of meeting very low NOx requirements, the CBEX Premium 
provides a high-value solution with next-generation engineering.

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

full Classic Line
CBLE 4WI ICB CBR 4WG CBL Ohio Special

Classic dryback 
firetube with 

integral burner

Classic wetback 
firetube with 

integral burner

Combination 
dryback/wetback 

firetube with 
packaged burner

Compact footprint 
dryback firetube 

with integral 
burner

Classic wetback 
firetube with  

packaged burner

Large capacity 
wetback with 

packaged burner

Wetback and dryback 
models available 
with integral or 

packaged burner

125–800 HP 100–800 HP 100–800 HP 125–800 HP 100–800 HP 900–1,800 HP 100–225 HP
(wetback)

300 HP 
(dryback)

9 ppm –  
60 ppm

9 ppm –  
60 ppm

30 ppm – 
uncontrolled

9 ppm –  
60 ppm

9 ppm –  
uncontrolled

9 ppm – 
uncontrolled

uncontrolled 30 ppm

CBLE
Classic dryback firetube  
with integral burner

125–800 HP
9 ppm – 60 ppm NOx

4Wi
Classic wetback firetube  
with integral burner

100–800 HP
9 ppm – 60 ppm NOx

CLEAvEr-BrookS 
CLASSiC firETuBE LinE
Of course, Cleaver-Brooks continues to manufacture traditional firetube boilers in a number of popular styles 
and sizes, including the CBLE, 4WI, CBR, ICB, CBL, 4WG, and Ohio Special. These boilers, while not incorporating 
EX Technology, are still held to the exacting standards we apply to all our products. 

100–1,200 HP

High-quality, Cleaver-Brooks packaged burner

Available up to 1,200 HP with a traditional, packaged burner

Add available heat recovery and controls for a completely 
integrated package

EX technology in a high-value solution

Completely integrated boiler and burner system

High-efficiency, next-generation firetube

Can meet 9 ppm NOx and low emissions requirements

Smaller footprint than traditional firetubes
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CoMMErCiAL BoiLErS
From 400 to 2,500 MBTU in fully condensing and near-condensing hot water, and from 10 to 60 horsepower in 
steam, Cleaver-Brooks has a commercial boiler to fit almost any application. fLExiBLE WATErTuBE

1.5 to 25.0 MMBTU

The FLX Watertube is available to less than 9 ppm NOx. 
It features non-welded tube attachment for easier tube 
replacement. The package includes a ProFire® burner for a 
completely integrated and engineered solution from a single 
source. Removable, sectioned side panel design permits full 
access to all tubes. 

ELECTriC And  
ELECTrodE BoiLErS
70 to 100,000+ lb/hr

Cleaver-Brooks Electric 
and Electrode Boilers are 
designed for commercial 
processes to heavy-duty 
industrial uses. They serve 
as either a primary or 
supplementary source of 
both steam and hot water. 
These immersion element 
boilers are quiet, flame-
free, safe, compact, and 
local-emissions-free.

Integrated
Controls
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Clearfire®-C
500 to 2,500 MBTU
less than 20 ppm NOx

A down-fired, stainless 
steel, fully condensing 
boiler, available in six 
sizes. The AluFer® tubes 
with fireside extended 
heating surface provide 
maximum heat transfer for 
superior performance in a 
compact package with up 
to 99% efficiency. 

Clearfire-W
400 to 2,400 MBTU
less than 20 ppm NOx

A compact, carbon steel, 
near-condensing boiler 
available in seven sizes. 
The AluFer tubes provide 
maximum heat transfer 
and eliminate laminar 
gas flow during minimum 
firing, providing optimized 
efficiency throughout the 
firing range.

Clearfire-v
10 to 60 HP
less than 20 ppm NOx

Absolutely the most fuel-
efficient vertical boiler in 
the industry. Ultra-low 
emissions and ultra-
quiet operation make 
this an ideal boiler where 
space and performance 
are priorities. Sealed 
combustion eliminates need 
for dedicated boiler room.

Clearfire-H
10 to 60 HP
less than 20 ppm NOx

The same top-of-
class efficiency as the 
ClearFire-V, but in a 
dependable, horizontal 
format. Our patented 
AluFer heat transfer 
technology and water-
cooled design eliminate 
classic refractory. 
Engineered to outlast under 
the toughest conditions.

CONDENSING HOT WATER HOT WATER

STEAM STEAM
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BurnErS
With a range of burners for virtually any system, the Cleaver-Brooks burner is the benchmark of the industry. Super-low 
NOx, CO, VOC, and PM emissions are easily obtainable with the correct burner match. Our commitment to engineering 
the finest, most durable components provides a robust build quality that will last much longer than a poorly-built 
competitor. With an engineering audit, we can even determine an appropriate burner retrofit to improve the efficiency 
and emissions of your current system.

nATCoM
20-600 MMBTU

The world’s highest-efficiency, 
lowest-emissions burner, available 
to less than 7 ppm NOx, less 
than 50 ppm CO. Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) allows us 
to model fuel and air distribution 
in actual furnace geometries. This 
allows custom-designed burners 
for each furnace configuration, 
ensuring seamless integration 
and unprecedented efficiency. 
Oil and gas burners available for 
Industrial Watertube, Firetube, and 
Packaged boilers.

E-Series Burner
Cutting-edge technology 
that features uncontrolled, 
low-NOx, or ultra-low-NOx.

Duct Burners
for Co-gen (HRSG) 
applications.

Multiple Burners
for large, field-erected  
utility boilers.

XL-Series Burner
Large-capacity burners with 
uncontrolled, low-NOx, or 
ultra-low-NOx. 

Process Heater Burners
for petrochemical/ 
oil sands.

V-Series Burner 
Commercial boiler burners 
with uncontrolled or low-NOx.

Specialty Burners 
for waste fuels,
digester gases, 
bio-gas, refinery, or
low-BTU gas.

Integrated
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Burner Accessories 
Fuel Trains
Windboxes
Fans
BMS Panels
CCS
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Profire®

Comprehensive line of 
high-quality, low- and ultra-
low-emissions burners. 

Cleaver-Brooks full line 
of burners ensures that 
we have a burner for any 
application, industry, or 
need. ProFire burners are 
available in either low or 
ultra-low emissions, and 
are available to  
less than 9 ppm NOx. 

E-Series

V-Series



ConTroLS
The brains of any integrated boiler system is the control, and without it, you simply aren’t getting the most efficient 
performance out of your boiler room. The absolutely highest efficiency can only be achieved with components and 
controls designed and built to work together, but virtually any system can benefit from the addition of a control. 
The savings afforded by proper controls can easily pay for the unit in a short time.

HAWk ConTroLS

The Hawk is a state-of-the-art, integrated boiler room 
management system. It is fully designed and optimized 
to work with our Cleaver-Brooks systems to help you 
get the most efficient and economical performance 
out of your boiler room. In addition to fuel savings, the 
Hawk delivers reliability, safety, and efficiency with a 
seamless, easy-to-use, human-to-machine interface.

•  Parallel positioning, linkageless connections, 
O2 trim, integrated variable speed drive (VSD) 
programming, fully metered options, multiple 
communication protocols

•  Multiple Hawks can be combined into a master 
control panel for control of an entire boiler room

fALCon

Unmatched commercial 
boiler control, providing 
integrated electronics 
to efficiently and 
economically operate 
steam or hot water boilers 
while providing the safety 
and reliability that have 
been the Cleaver-Brooks 
hallmark.

SySTEMAx 2.0

A PLC-based boiler 
sequencing and modulation 
control for hydronic heating 
applications. Works 
with condensing, non-
condensing, and hybrid 
applications. Seamlessly 
control different-sized 
boilers to save fuel. 

LEvELMASTEr

Water level controls are 
critical to the safety of your 
system. The user-friendly 
interface allows for easy 
management of low-water 
cutoff and pump control, 
and helps make this 
control the safest available 
on the market today. 

WATEr SySTEMS 
ConTroLS
Engineered to work 
seamlessly with other 
Cleaver-Brooks boiler 
system controls, our 
packaged water controls 
monitor and manage all 
your system’s water-related 
touch points, including 
pumps and levels.
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HEAT rECovEry
Make sure you’re not letting any excess energy go to waste, with a heat recovery system for your boiler room. 
Available for steam or hot water applications, heat recovery captures waste heat and can redirect it to preheat 
boiler feedwater or other water needs, saving fuel costs.

STACk EConoMizEr

Whether you choose the CRE Rectangular Economizer or the CCE Cylindrical Economizer, 
you can reduce fuel use and cost by recovering heat from flue gases that would otherwise be 
wasted. Use the heat to preheat boiler feedwater, makeup water heating, and potable and 
process water applications. The large number of standard models provide height and diameter 
combinations that work in applications with space constraints, while still achieving maximum 
heat recovery.
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TWo-STAgE CondEnSing EConoMizEr

Save energy dollars and reduce your environmental impact with a 2-stage condensing 
economizer that can raise your fuel-to-steam efficiency up to 95%. The lower section recovers 
energy by preheating the boiler feedwater. The upper section preheats virtually any cool liquid 
stream (makeup water, wash water, hot water preheating, etc.). The upper coil, lower coil, 
modulating valves, control system, and other system components are sized as a system to 
deliver the maximum possible cost savings.

Additional Products
Blowdown Heat Recovery Systems
Flash Tank Heat Exchangers
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WATEr SySTEMS
Increase the safety, reliability, and life of your system with deaerators, surge tanks, feedwater systems, and water 
treatment that can integrate into any system, regardless of size or application. 

ExHAuST SoLuTionS
With a full line of chimneys, grease duct, and gas venting products that fit our condensing boilers, packaged 
hot water boilers, and steam boilers, Cleaver-Brooks has exhaust solutions for virtually every application. We 
engineer and produce our exhaust systems to exacting standards quickly and efficiently. And our response 
times to requests for quotes and plans for standard products are measured in hours, and fabrication can be 
completed in a matter of days, not weeks or months.BoiLEr fEEd And rECovEry

BoiLEr ExHAuST SySTEMS

Vent flue gases from gas, liquid, oil, or solid fuel-fired boilers with our CBI insulated 
breeching and stack system. Available from 6 inches to 48 inches, the CBI is ideal for 
industrial, institutional, and commercial applications.

duo TAnkS

A deaerator and surge tank in a single combined 
vessel, providing a complete engineered and 
packaged system. Reduce dissolved oxygen content 
and carbon dioxide before they have a chance 
to corrode metal or condensate lines, and save 
significantly on chemicals and wasted BTUs. The 
second stage includes a surge tank to reduce water 
and treatment costs by recycling condensate that has 
already been treated.

CHiMnEy 
LinErS

Our CBI and CBH single-
wall chimney liner systems 
are available for use in 
masonry chimneys to vent 
Category I gas- and oil-
fired appliances equipped 
with draft hoods and 
appliances with type B  
gas vents.

•  Male/female slip-type 
jointing system

• Laser welding
• Stainless steel material

WATEr TrEATMEnT

Prevent scale buildup on heat transfer surfaces, 
help maintain peak boiler efficiency, and reduce the 
need for chemical treatment to control scale. With 
appropriate water treatment, you can dramatically 
increase the life of your boiler and maintain its 
peak efficiency.

Additional Products
Boiler Feed Systems, Surge Tanks, Water Softeners, 
Reverse Osmosis, Blowdown Separators, Chemical Feed 
Systems, Sample Coolers

grEASE duCT 
ProduCTS

Model CBG – for 
use in installations 
using exhaust system 
components for the 
removal of smoke and 
grease vapors.

dEAErATorS

Our pressurized, low-maintenance systems are designed to remove dissolved oxygen in boiler feedwater and 
eliminate carbon dioxide. Our deaerators have flexible designs in both tray and spray styles with vertical and 
horizontal configurations up to 1,050,000 lb/hr.

frEESTAnding 
STACkS

The best prefabricated 
and freestanding stacks 
in the industry, our 
CBS stacks feature the 
latest engineering and 
technology in combustion 
gas venting. Designed 
and manufactured to both 
American and Canadian 
standard requirements.

• Factory welded
•  Carbon steel, COR-TEN® 

steel or stainless steel
•  High-temperature 

insulation
•  Metal jacket when 

required
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•  Exclusive, male/female 
jointing system reduces 
installation time by  
40 percent

• Laser welding
• Stainless steel material
• Full range of accessories
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A long-standing tradition

Cleaver-Brooks is a complete boiler room solutions provider 

that helps businesses run better every day. We develop hot 

water and steam generation products aimed at integrating 

and optimizing the total boiler system to maximize energy 

efficiency and reliability while minimizing emissions.

 

The company was founded in 1929 by John C. Cleaver, 

manufacturing small, portable boilers. Cleaver and 

Raymond Brooks formed Cleaver-Brooks in 1931 and 

began producing the world’s first packaged boiler. 

Through a commitment to research and development and 

a sound acquisition strategy, today the company is the 

sole provider of integrated boiler room solutions and is a 

leading manufacturer of boiler room equipment across all 

commercial, institutional, and industrial markets.

deCadeS of 
experIenCe

By Application

Building Heat
Process Steam
Industrial Process
Sterilization
Humidification
Waste Heat Recovery

By Market

Alternative Energy:
    Ethanol  
    Biodiesel

Beverage

Chemical/ 
Pharmaceutical

Commercial and 
Office Units

Dairy

Education:
    Universities
    Primary
    Secondary

Food Processing

Forest Products

Government

Healthcare/Hospital

Institutions

Laundry/Dry Cleaning

Manufacturing

Metal Plating

Petrochemical/Oil Sands

Power/Utility

Rubber/Fiber
28



C O M PA N y  A F F I L I AT I O N S

American Boiler Manufacturers Association

Council of Industrial Boiler Owners

Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute

National Association of Power Engineers

Corporate Headquarters
221 Law Street

Thomasville, GA 31792
800-250-5883
229-226-3024

Sales Support
11950 West Lake Park Drive

Milwaukee, WI 53224
414-359-0600

product development
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler House
3232 W. Lancaster Avenue

Milwaukee, WI 53209

CorPorATE And MAnufACTuring LoCATionS

Aftermarket Solutions

 221 Law Street
 thomasville, Ga 31792
 229-226-3024

 Products and Services
 Replacement Parts 
 Specialty Parts 
 Spare Parts Lists 
 Upgrades and Retrofits

Engineered Boiler Systems

   6940 Cornhusker Highway
 Lincoln, ne 68507
 402-434-2000

 Products
 Industrial Watertubes
 Heat Recovery Steam Generators
 Waste Heat Boilers

  8515 Lafrenaie blvd
 St. Leonard, Quebec  
 Canada H1p 2b3
 514-326-2571

 Products
 Industrial Burners
 Industrial Controls
 NATCOM Burners

Packaged Boiler Systems

 221 Law Street 
 thomasville, Ga 31792 
 229-226-3024

 Products
 Firetube Boilers 
 Electric and Electrode Boilers
 Integrated Controls

 161 Lorne avenue W
 Stratford, ontario
 Canada n5a 6S4
 519-271-9220

 Products
 Commercial Boilers 
 Flextube® Boilers 
 Boiler Feed and Recovery 
 Water Treatment 
 Heat Recovery 

  poniente 148 no. 973
 Col. Industrial Vallejo 
 02300 d.f. Mexico
 001-52-555-567-3166

 Product
 Firetube Boilers

 9a block, Shenyue Wuliu Jidi
 Zhong Shan Yuan road north
 ton Le Cun, nanshan
 Shenzhen 518052
 p.r. China
  +86 755 26723676

 Product
 Firetube Boilers

Packaged Burner Systems

 351 21st Street 
 Monroe, WI 53566
 608-325-3141

 Products
 Commercial Burners
 Industrial Burners

Exhaust Solutions

    545 fernand-poitras 
terrebonne, Quebec

 Canada J6Y 1Y5 
 450-625-6060

 Products
 Chimneys
 Stacks
 Venting 

 2900 Johnson Street 
 Gonzales, tx 78629 
 803-672-9541

 Product
 Custom Metal Fabrication
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Industrial Watertube Boilers, 
Burners and HRSG Systems

Engineered Boiler Systems
Manufacturer of Nebraska Boilers, 
NATCOM Burners, and ERI 
Heat Recovery Steam Generators
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An Extraordinary Commitment to Customer’s Needs

Only Cleaver-Brooks offers single source and single responsibility for every aspect of 
your boiler system projects, from burner to stack, custom built to meet your needs. 

Our Nebraska boilers, NATCOM burners and ERI HRSGs have long been the 
industry benchmarks for innovative design solutions and superior quality. When 
they’re incorporated into a complete system built, managed and commissioned by 
us, you are getting the best solution, the best efficiency, and the lowest emissions 
possible. Cleaver-Brooks is the world-renowned provider of boiler room products 
and systems that outperform and outlast the competition.  We spend more time and 
resources on research, development and innovation than any other manufacturer in 
the industry.

Our Commitment
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Deaerators

Packaged Burner Fuel Trains

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)

Economizer Systems

Controls

Start-up and Commissioning 
Support

• Burners and burner fuel trains
• Forced draft fans with motor or turbine 

drives, control dampers, and silencers
• Combustion and feedwater controls with 

instrumentation
• Deaerators
• Feedwater pumps
• Sootblowers
• Air and flue ducting
• Expansion joints
• Stacks

• Ladders and platforms
• Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems 

(CEMS)
• Air and fluid heaters
• Fuel oil pumps and heaters
• Blowdown heat recovery systems
• Chemical feed equipment
• SCR, SNCR, & CO Catalysts
• Economizers
• Diverters for heat recovery steam generators
• Duct burners

At Cleaver-Brooks we offer fully integrated systems that can be customized to meet our customers’ 
unique needs, including the following options:

OptIOnS tO Meet eveRy need
The Benchmark in Integrated Industrial Boilers

As the only true single source supplier for integrated boiler and burner solutions, we 
specialize in customer care through our global project management team from the design 
stage to start-up support.

The Nebraska boiler product line offers the industries widest range of natural circulation 
watertube steam generators, specializing in packaged D, A and O style boilers. 

NATCOM burners offer industrial register and duct burners with capacity ranges from 20 to 
600 MMBtu/hr, firing fuels such as natural gas, waste stream gas, hydrogen, digester gas, 
refinery fuel, crude oil and waste oil. Emissions levels to <9 ppm NOx.

The ERI natural circulation packaged and modular HRSG product line specializes in systems 
for gas turbines, process exhaust, incinerator exhaust, hot water generators and more.

total Integration
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Baffled impingement primary steam separation and 
labyrinth steam dryers are utilized to ensure dry steam 
delivery

Optional steam separation equipment, such as chevron 
separators, are available

 • Furnace construction utilizes a welded-membrane wall design 
backed by more than 40 years of experience

•  Completely drainable 2 inch OD (minimum) tubes throughout

•  Grooved tube seats for improved tube-to-drum attachment are 
standard 

•  Convection or radiant superheaters with proven designs are 
selected for your final required steam temperature and desired 
operating characteristics 

•  Fully welded gas seals are used throughout to ensure  
gas-tight operation 

•  Boiler wall constructions are 100% water cooled and refractory 
free 

•  Integral soot-blowing lanes effectively clean gas  
side-heating surfaces

•  Full fire-side access is provided through furnace doors

•  Easy convection pass inspection through removable covers

Engineered for Optimum Performance
At Cleaver-Brooks, every aspect of our systems is designed for 
maximum efficiency, reliability and low emissions. Our integrated 
Nebraska/NATCOM systems feature:

•  Steam capacities from 10,000 to 800,000+ lbs/hr are 
available shop assembled 

•  Design pressures to 1,500 psig with steam temperatures to 
1,050ºF are available 

•  Conservatively designed tube layouts, coupled with large 
drums, provide superior natural circulation and operational 
characteristics 

•  Large, water-cooled, gas-tight furnace areas are utilized to 
yield optimum emissions performance, boiler reliability, and 
longevity with reduced maintenance costs 

•  Complete access to boiler water side is provided through 
manways at both ends of every drum

Side, front and rear wall construction featuring 
welded membrane design

Tube flare

Drum serration

Drum

2” O.D.
tube

Torque-controlled, roller-expanded, tube-drum 
connections feature machined serrations for 
added strength. Welded connections are available  
for severe-duty service 

Adjacent fins of all furnace, 
and outside convection tubes 
are continuously seal welded 
to form a pressure tight 
water cooled panel

Fins are dual-welded
to tubes

Corrugated pebble 
grain aluminum lagging

Mineral wool 
insulation

Innovative design
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• NB-100D, 10,000-35-000 pph

• NB-200D, 35,000-50,000 pph

• NB-300D, 50,000-90,000 pph

• NB-400D, 70,000-120,000 pph

• NB-500D, 100,000-225,000 pph

• NB-600D, 100,000-250,000 pph

• NB-700D, 250,000-300,000 pph 

Cleaver-Brooks offers a wide 
array of proven Nebraska D-style 
boiler designs, including:

InteGRated  
StandaRd

d-Style BOIleRS

Superheated Steam adaptability
In addition to standard, high-performance features, all our D-style 
boilers can be customized to provide superheated steam. We 
offer both single and dual-stage integral superheater systems that 
are capable of steam temperatures up to 1,050°F with optional 
temperature control over turndown. All superheaters are constructed 
of high-temperature alloys and strategically positioned inside the 
boiler to optimize performance and ensure a long, trouble-free life.

vertical cross section
with superheater

Elevating the Industry Standard
Cleaver-Brooks turns advanced watertube knowledge  
into Nebraska D-style boilers that provide an ideal solution to 
almost any steam need.

Our state-of-the-art Nebraska design incorporates a 100% 
membrane water-cooled furnace. This feature greatly reduces the 
costly, time-consuming annual maintenance associated with other 
boiler designs. The front and rear walls (including all of the corner 
gas seals) are completely welded and refractory-free, as well as the 
burner throat when integrated with our NATCOM burner. 

All units are available with either a corrugated-aluminum or painted 
steel outer casing, depending on the application and/or customer 
preference.

vertical cross section

CAPACITIES
10,000 to 300,000+ lbs/hr

DESIGN PRESSURE
200 to 1,500 psig

STEAM TEMPERATURES
to 1,050°F

Horizontal cross section

d - Style Boilers
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vertical cross section

CAPACITIES
10,000 to 275,000 lbs/hr

DESIGN PRESSURE
200 to 1,500 psig

STEAM TEMPERATURES
to 1,050°F

Large Capacity in a Small Footprint

vertical cross section
with superheater

Cleaver-Brooks has the specialized engineering expertise to meet 
not only your capacity needs, but your space needs  
as well.

Our proven Nebraska A-style boiler design features a large 
watercooled furnace and an evaporator section with a low gas-
side pressure drop that reduces fan power consumption. The 
vertical gas outlet minimizes the width of the overall package and 
allows for large steam capacities in restrictive footprints.

a-Style BOIleRS
All Nebraska A-style boilers can be 
equipped with superheaters that 
produce up to 1,050°F superheated 
steam. NEBRASKA A-style boiler 
designs include:

• N2S-7S 60,000-175,000 pph

• N2S-8S 150,000-275,000 pph

Maximum Shop Assembly
Minimum Field Labor
At Cleaver-Brooks, we leverage our specialized engineering 
expertise to deliver fully customized steam solutions that meet your 
specific needs.

Our innovative Nebraska D-style elevated-drum and modular 
elevated-drum boiler designs maximize the amount of shop 
assembly while minimizing the costly field labor often associated 
with boilers of such high capacity. The benefits of these customized 
solutions include:

•  Minimal field assembly

•  Faster, more cost effective delivery time vs 
    field erected boilers

•  Reduced gas side pressure drop and smaller forced draft
    fans

•  Prefabricated risers and downcomers

•  Superheater option available

•  Dual burners on some applications

Modular boiler design

CAPACITIES
300,000 to 800,000+ lbs/hr

DESIGN PRESSURE
200 to 1,500 psig

STEAM TEMPERATURES
to 1,050°F

elevated drum
 boiler design

Custom Boilers a - Style Boilers
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Versatile and Powerful
This design can be configured as a super-efficient, low NOx, gas 
fired boiler or as the world’s most efficient heat recovery steam 
generator (HRSG).

Lowest NOx, Highest Efficiency
NOx levels of less than 9 PPM (or less than 2 PPM with integral 
SCR option), and at up to 90% efficiency, is the  
most powerful, lowest emission, fully integrated, boiler/burner 
watertube available.

• Up to 90% boiler operation efficiency

• NOx < 9 PPM

• World’s most compact IWT burner/boiler

• Super-efficient, single-pass design

• Integral economizer (optional)

• Integral, high-efficiency, NATCOM burner

• Optional SCR for NOx to meet 2 PPM

• Gas only

Smallest Footprint
The small footprint of the linear boiler saves floor space and 
construction costs while competing IWT boilers can be as much as 
twice the size.

CAPACITIES
70,000 to 150,000 lbs/hr

DESIGN PRESSURE
200 to 1,500 psig

STEAM TEMPERATURES
to 1,050°F

High Efficiency, Ultra-low Emissions and 
Smallest Footprint Available

vertical cross section

The Nebraska O-style designs include 
the same features of our standard 
Nebraska D-style boilers, including 
a 100% membrane water-cooled 
furnace design and refractory-free 
front and rear walls. Our Nebraska 
O-style models include:

O-Style BOIleRS

• NOS-1A 10,000-40,000 lbs/hr

• NOS-2A 40,000-80,000 lbs/hr

• NOS-3A 80,000-150,000 lbs/hr

High Power in a Slimmer Fit
The Nebraska O-style boiler design is a perfect fit for restrictive 
footprints. The vertical gas outlet puts the economizer above the 
boiler, minimizing the width of the overall package.

The rugged Nebraska O-Style design has become the true 
workhorse of the rental boiler industry. Its symmetrical design is 
ideally suited for mounting on a trailer for over-the-road transport. Our 
line of rental units continues to provide efficient & reliable service year-
after-year while withstanding rapid emergency start-ups.

vertical cross section

CAPACITIES
10,000 to 250,000 lbs/hr

DESIGN PRESSURE
200 to 1,500 psig

STEAM TEMPERATURES
to 1,050°F

Horizontal cross section

O - Style Boilers linear Style Boilers
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Many companies claim leadership in high efficiency and 
low emissions, but NATCOM burners have the numbers 
to back it up. Cleaver-Brooks brings together state-of-
the-art technology and over 75 years of combustion 
experience to deliver high efficiency, ultra-low NOx burners. 
As an organization, Cleaver-Brooks spends more time and 
resources on research and development than any competitor.

Design guidelines for NATCOM burners are based on aircraft 
jet engine combustion chambers. Using Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), we developed modeling software 
that simulates fuel and air distribution required to achieve 
complete combustion using actual furnace geometries. This 
sophisticated analysis helps us create burners that can be 
integrated for optimum performance into systems around the 
world.

Oil and gas burners for industrial watertube, 
firetube boilers and package boilers

Multiple burners for large, field erected and utility 
boilers

Duct burner for Co-Gen (HRSG) applications

Igniters, NFPA class 1, 2 or 3

 – High velocity igniter stable up to   
   200 ft/sec

 – Heat input up to 20 MMBtu/hr

Specialty burners

 – For waste fuels, digester gases,  
  bio-gas, refinery gas, low BTU gas

 – High efficiency, high turndown oil   

   atomizer:  crude, heavy oils, light grade  
   oils, waste oil

Burner accessories

 – Fuel trains

 – Windboxes

 – Fans

 – BMS panels

 – Combustion control systems

Engineering services

 – Total power plant engineering audits

 – System retrofitting

natCOM BuRneR applICatIOnS

true leaders in design, Research 
and development

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) modeling

Highest Efficiency, Lowest Emissions

NATCOM burners deliver the world’s highest-efficiency, lowest-
NOx burners to customers in a wide variety of industries.

NATCOM burners are found worldwide on packaged boilers in 
single burner sizes ranging from 20 to 600 MMBtu/hr capacities 
and on multi-burner boiler applications. 

Every NATCOM burner is custom-designed for each specific 
application and furnace configuration, ensuring that the burner 
and boiler run as a seamlessly integrated package.

Our Technological Edge

NATCOM burners meet the most stringent NOx, CO, VOC 
and particulate emission requirements for any furnace 
configuration.

• HyperMix™ technology for ultra-low NOx and ultra-low 
CO with compact flame to fit large packaged units

• On-line adjustability and possible removal of each 
individual gas injector

• Multi-fuels applications

• Burner-integrated air flow meter for strong control signal at 
high turndown 

• No refractory throat required / full metal throat 

• Unmatched flame stability with Center-Core technology 

• Unbreakable 100% reliable pilot  

• NOx levels from 15 to 30 PPM – No FGR

• NOx levels of 5 ppm - HyperMix™ & FGR

• Ultra low excess air / high efficiency

• High turn down ratio: 40 to 1 on gas / 15 to 1 on oil

 
 

SINGLE BURNER SIZES 
20 to 600 MMBtu 

 

natCOM Burners
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Depending on specific flue gas characteristics of the application such 
as the flow, quality (clean, particulate laden, corrosive, etc.), and 
temperature; one of the following products will be offered:

Modular Heat Recovery Steam Generators (HRSG)
• Flue gas flows ≥ 500,000 lbs/hr 
• Supplementary fired up to 1700°F
• Multiple pressures with integral deaerator 
• Natural circulation with vertical tubes
• Maximum shop assembly minimizes field erection costs
• Accommodates CO/SCR to meet stack emissions

Slant Boilers
• Gas side 

- Flow rates ≤ 500,000 lbs/hr 
- Flue gas temperatures up to 1,700°F

• Single pressure design with integral steam drum 
• Single pass design for lower gas side pressure drop and no gas 

baffles in tube bank
• Multiple gas flow options to fit the plant layout 
• Compact design results in low installation costs 
• External superheater(s), economizers and feedwater heaters
• Accommodates CO/SCR to meet stack emissions

MAX-FIRE® Boilers
• Gas side 

- Flow rates ≤ 500,000 lbs/hr 
- Gas temperatures up to 2,800°F

• Water wall firing chamber with a heat recovery section in one shop 
assembled package 

• Welded membrane wall construction eliminates inner casing 
problems 

• Accommodates CO/SCR to meet stack emissions
• Integral or external superheater(s), economizers and feedwater 

heaters

Hot Water Generators
The exclusive MAX-FLOW® design incorporates a water cooled 
membrane furnace wall construction with a balanced circulation and an 
integral finned-tube economizer section.  This creates a highly efficient, 
shop assembled package in the capacity range of 20 to 150 MMBtu/hr.  
Hot water generators can be designed to fire gas or oil.

Committed to Energy Efficiency
Our Energy Recovery International (ERI) designs help offset 
our customer’s rapidly increasing fuel costs with a variety of 
customized, highly efficient systems.

We lead the industry with our packaged heat recovery steam 
generators, waste heat boilers, and waste heat recovery units in a 
wide variety of applications including:

• Air heaters
• HRSGs for gas turbine applications up to 50MW electric 

output 
• Economizers 
• Reciprocating engines
• Thermal fluid heaters 
• Waste heat boilers for: 

- Fluidized catalytic cracker units (FCCU)
- Gasifiers
- Incinerators 
- Other solid fuel combustors
- Process furnaces
- Thermal oxidizers

Natural circulation designs with design pressures to 1500 psig and 
steam temperatures to 1050°F are available.

For supplemental and/or fresh-air fired applications, our heat 
recovery steam generator will be integrated with a NATCOM duct 
burner for the highest efficiency and lowest emissions.

Custom waste heat boiler designs such as “Open Bottom A- and 
O-Type” are available for handling dust-laden applications. Firetube 
waste heat designs are also available for high pressure and low 
volume gas and special applications.

GAS TURBINE CAPACITY 
1 to 50 MW 

STEAM CAPACITY 
10,000 to 300,000 lbs/hr

 STEAM PRESSURE
 up to 1,500 psig

energy Recovery

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers
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Seamlessly Integrated Components
Cleaver-Brooks utilizes an in-house instrumentation and controls 
department to provide boiler control and burner management 
systems. Our approach delivers seamless, single-source 
engineered boiler/burner package systems.

Our controls range from a cost-efficient, standard boiler-control logic 
and flame safeguard system to a custom-engineered package to 
meet specific customer requirements. The standard control platform 
is called the Hawk Ultra IWT.  

Powerful Control Platforms                  

Hawk ULTRA IWT

• PLC based with modular I/O
• Allen Bradley Panelview Plus 10” color touch screen HMI for 

setup, monitoring and data acquisition
• Allen Bradley CompactLogix PLC for boiler control
• Choice of Fireye (CB110) or Honeywell (CB-780) based 

integrated burner management system
• Optional integration with Allen Bradley PLC-based burner 

management system
• Trending and data logging of up to 300,000 points
• High stack temperature annunciation with auto cutoff
• Hot Standby & Auto-Recycle modes of operation
• Automatic “boiler warming” feature limiting thermal shock
• Boiler efficiency and O2 corrected efficiency readings 

available
• External communications to virtually any protocol
• Plant Master Panel available for multiple boiler installations
• Free-standing, wall-mount or windbox-mount control 

enclosures
• NEMA 12, NEMA 4, NEMA 4X enclosure options

Controls
Fully integrated PLC programming
      

•	 Pressure control options for unison modulation, local   
stand-alone pressure control, or remote firing rate input

•	 Single point (jackshaft), parallel positioning or fully-metered    
combustion control strategy

•	 1, 2, or 3 element feedwater control
•	 O2 trim and monitoring -- trims combustion on all fuels to          

maintain most efficient fuel/air ratio
•	 Flue gas recirculation control
•	 Variable speed drive (VSD) control
•	 Draft control
•	 Flow totalization with display of previous total before reset

Custom Engineered Systems -- The Ultimate in 
Boiler and Combustion Control

Alternate controller hardware available, including:
      

• Siemens, Toshiba, GE Fanuc, ABB, and others.
• Safety applications  -- redundant PLCs, SIL 1 to SIL 3 applications
• Simultaneous firing
• Multi-burner, multi-fuel applications
• SCADA Systems for data collection and/or remote faceplate control

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers
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Engineered Boiler Systems 
6940 Cornhusker Highway
Lincoln, NE 68507
(402) 434-2000
Fax: (402) 434-2064

NATCOM
8515 Lafrenaie Blvd.
St. Leonard, QC Canada H1P 2B3
(514) 326-2571
Fax: (514) 326-9347

Total integration doesn’t 
stop with the boiler.
Only Cleaver-Brooks offers complete boiler systems, from fuel inlet to stack outlet, 

that are completely designed, engineered, manufactured, integrated, and serviced 

by one company. That integration starts with the burner, and Cleaver-Brooks has 

been perfecting this integral element of the boiler system through innovation and 

expert engineering for more than 80 years.



Slant / VC Series
Energy Recovery - HRSG



A

B C

D
E

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY

A. BY-PASS ASSEMBLY

B. INLINE DUCT BURNER

C. WATER TUBE BOILER

D. ECONOMIZER

E. CONDENSATE HEATER

ERI was selected as the HRSG vendor for the first 
operational Solar Mercury 50. Space was a big 
concern at this project site. The Slant HRSG delivered 
high energy recovery in a small foot print. This unit 
provides approximately 24,000 lb/hr of saturated 
steam @ 130 psig.



SLANT

VC TYPE

BOILER DESIGN FEATURES

•	 Cold	casing	design	with	300	
and 400 Series stainless steel 
or A-242/ A-588 inner liners 
depending on the gas side 
temperature and service.

•	 Unheated	downcomers,	
completely external to 
the boiler casing, ensures 
maximum natural circulation.

•	 Single	pass	design	for	lower	
gas side pressure drop.

•	 Ease	of	access	to	tubes	for	
inspection and maintenance.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

•	 Duct	Burner	with	Combustion	
Chamber

•	 External	superheater(s)

•	 Fresh	air	firing	

•	 Multiple	flow	configuration

•	 SCR/CO	Catalyst

The Slant designs are standardized compact natural circulation units offering 
many outstanding features for “clean” gas applications.

The VC type are vertical tube, natural circulation, drum over drum designs with 
the flexibility of a wide range of gas flows and applications.



CleaverBrooks, Inc.
Engineered	Boiler	Systems

6940	Cornhusker	Hwy.,	Lincoln,	NE	68507
(402)	434-2000	/	(402)	434-2066

www.CleaverBrooks.com



MAX-FIRE ®

Energy Recovery - HRSG



COMPLETE ASSEMBLY

A. BY-PASS ASSEMBLY

B. INLINE DUCT BURNER

C. WATER TUBE BOILER

D. ECONOMIZER

E. CONDENSATE HEATER

A B C

D

This installation of four waste heat boilers has enabled the customer to 
recover up to 480,000 lb/hr of 150 psig steam from the 6 MW gas

 turbine exhaust with auxiliary firing.

E

MAX-FIRE ®



O - TYPE A - TYPE

BOILER DESIGN FEATURES

• Completely shop assembled 
boiler with integral water 
cooled furnace utilizing 
membrane wall construction 
for firing temperatures above 
2700°F.

• Mulitple finned tube designs 
for optimized heat transfer.

• Large steam drums to assure 
ample steaming area.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

• Integral or external 
superheaters

• Fresh air firing 

• Top or horizontal gas outlet

• SCR/CO Catalyst

MAX-FIRE® HRSGs combine a waterwall firing chamber with a heat recovery 
section in a single shop assembled boiler.
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High Performance Burner Solutions



The benchmark of the industry

Custom products   
built to your exact needs 

Every NATCOM burner is custom built to exacting 
specifications to meet each application and furnace 
configuration, ensuring seamless integration, and 
unmatched fit and finish.

Center-Core Technology
Our Center-Core technology provides ultra-stable load following and remarkably reliable turndown 
performance. Tuning and maintenance can be completed online, including an adjustable fuel injection 
system. NATCOM burners are found worldwide on a variety of industrial and utility boiler installations 
with capabilities ranging from 20 to over 1,000 MMBTU/hr.

Unsurpassed 
engineering 
and testing
Our advanced, in-house Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling is the key 
to our revolutionary HyperMix™ burner 
technology. Matching burner flame and furnace 
aerodynamics optimizes efficiency and lowers 
emissions without costly field tests. Simulations 
in a virtual environment provide calculations 
for fuel and air distribution in any furnace 
configuration. Our HyperMix™ technology 
provides ultra-low NOx, ultra-low CO, and 
minimal particulate matter (PM). 

Single supplier to 
provide the industry’s 
best service
With more than 75 years of combustion experience in 
industrial applications, our Engineering Services include: 

•  Power plant engineering audits
•  CFD analysis
•  System retrofitting studies
•  Turnkey installation supervision
•   Local product and service support anywhere 

in the world

Our factory-trained Field Technicians provide reliable, 
timely start-up and commissioning services for all 
retrofit projects. 

NATCOM is the global leader in single-source custom 
burner experience. 
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HyperMixTM technology for ultra-low NOx 
and CO with compact flame to fit large  
packaged units

On-line adjustability and possible removal of 
individual gas injectors

Multi-fuels applications including natural gas, 
refinery gas, landfill gas (LFG) and other processed 
waste gases, light to heavy fuel oils, and liquid 
waste streams

Air flow meter for strong control signal at  
high turndown

No refractory burner throat

Unmatched flame stability with  
Center-Core technology

100% reliable ignition

NOx levels less than 30 ppm – No Flue Gas 
Recirculation (FGR)

Ultra-low NOx levels less than 7 ppm – FGR

Ultra-low excess air/high efficiency

High turndown ratio: 40 to 1 on gas/ 
10 to 1 on oil

CFD model of burner flow

Our Technological Edge



•  Petrochemical and refineries 

•  Institutions

•  Metal industries

•  Food processing

•  Pulp/paper mills

•  Utilities

•  Distilleries/breweries

•  Automotive manufacturers

Industries and Markets

4 5



Utility Burners
Years of experience and expertise allow NATCOM to meet the rigorous standards of the utility industry.  
Our proven Utility Burner systems provide solutions for new emissions requirements, fuel conversions, and 
retrofit upgrades.

NATCOM uses in-house, proprietary combustion modeling to design and fabricate burners that ensure low 
emissions and safe and reliable operations for years of dependable service.
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Features:

•  Ultra-low-NOx, CO, volatile 
organic compounds (VOC), 
and PM emissions 

•  Reliable air shutter and oil 
atomizer retraction mechanisms 

•  Stable and dependable 
ignition systems

• Low-maintenance design

Specialty 
Burners Systems
The custom approach to burner design extends 
to the NATCOM specialty product line for 
thermal processing. We offer the perfect burner 
solution for industrial drying, air heating, and 
thermal oxidizing processes. 

These custom systems feature cutting-edge 
design, engineering, system modeling, and 
testing to ensure the highest performance 
and lowest emissions in your thermal 
processing application.

Air Heater Features:

• Lower NOx emissions

• Lower excess air

• Improved efficiency

• Reduced equipment footprint

• Greater flexibility to meet new challenges



Custom Control 
Systems

Maximize efficiency at  
the touch of a button

NATCOM manufactures control systems for 
any combustion application. Regardless of 
the level of complexity of your system, we 
will provide state-of-the-art hardware and 
programming for safe, reliable, and efficient 
operation with a user-friendly interface. Our 
control systems meet the latest NFPA, CSA, 
CE, TUV, and GOST international codes 
and standards.

•  Burner Management System (BMS)

•  Combustion Control System (CCS)

•  Plant Master panel

•  Balance of Plant controls

•   Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA)

•  Auxiliaries

•   Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) and  
Site Acceptance Test (SAT)

•   Fuel transfer, simultaneous firing, 
preferred fuel strategies

•   Solid state, loop controller, PLC and 
DCS platforms

Available Features:
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NATCOM’s proven duct burner technology 
ensures the lowest levels of NOx, CO, VOC, 
and PM emissions available, even in the most 
challenging service conditions.

Our innovative flame stabilizer system with 
a two-zone fuel manifold generates uniform 
combustion and even heat distribution to  
fit any heat recovery steam generator  
(HRSG) configuration.

NATCOM’s in-house simulation experience 
allows accurate and complete modeling of 
the turbine exhaust flow, distribution grid, 
combustion, heat recovery system, and 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) performance.

Features:

•   Self-supporting, high-temperature stainless assembly 
eliminates common “element sagging” issues

•   An exclusive Retro™ fuel injection system enhances 
turbine exhaust gas (TEG) and fuel mixing for optimal 
flame control

•   Flame stabilizing system (with TEG staged cooling 
zones) assures reliable, low-emissions performance 
and extended burner life

•   Complete CFD analysis, design, and fabrication of 
TEG flow correction devices, including distribution 
grids, turning vanes, and anti-swirl systems

CFD model of duct burner

Duct Burners
We are the only duct burner supplier to offer a complete system with an innovative duct 
burner solution for the cogeneration and combined cycle markets. 



Burner Retrofits
Retrofitting is simple with burner systems from NATCOM. As a single-source provider, we guarantee 
a trouble-free retrofit process from start to finish. 

Our experienced engineers oversee each project and work closely with NATCOM’s global customer 
support team to ensure a successful outcome. Our services include complete project documentation, on-
site supervision, field installation, start-up, and commissioning, as well as operator training to guarantee 
system performance.

Whether a burner solution to comply with new emissions standards, addition of an alternative fuel source, 
or replacement of an obsolete burner system, NATCOM’s high-efficiency, ultra-low-emissions systems are 
an ideal choice.

Retrofit Applications:

•  Oil and gas retrofit burners for:

  - Industrial Watertube Boilers

 - Field-Erected Boilers

 - Utility Boilers

 - Thermal Processing Systems

   - HRSG Retrofit

 

•  Other retrofit options:

  - Control Systems

  - Fuel Trains

  - SCR
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Features:

•   NFPA 85, FM, CSA B149.3, ASME B31.1 
or B31.3

•   Safety Integrity Level (SIL) and 
hazardous locations designs

•   Refinery gas, hydrogen, landfill, digester 
gas, tail gas, or other alternative fuels

•  Stainless steel piping

•  Moisture removal management

•  Windbox- or rack-mounted fuel trains

•  Pressure-reducing stations

•   Main and zone trains for multiple burner 
applications

•   Gaseous fuel mixing station and 
knockout tanks

Fuel Trains
NATCOM offers pre-assembled piping systems 
for a wide range of gaseous and liquid fuel 
applications. We provide fuel trains that 
precisely and repeatedly meter the fuel flow to 
your specific burner application. Our design 
team has in-depth experience with diverse 
fuel compositions, fuel supply conditions, and 
burner arrangements.

10



Controls

A single integrated system that controls the boiler, 
burner, and SCR. Control the entire system from 
one simple-to-use HMI.

Ammonia injection grid and  
flow conditioning devices 

Boiler outlet transition redesigned for best distribution.  
AIG strategically located to inject ammonia into the 
flue gas stream.

Ammonia metering and  
dilution skid

Three types of ammonia systems available:
• Anhydrous Ammonia (NH3)
• Aqueous Ammonia (NH3+H2O)
• Urea (NH2)2CO

Boiler

With a complete, single-source 
Cleaver-Brooks boiler system, we can 
choose the right boiler to optimize 
the system that best meets your 
application. An SCR system can 
be paired with any new or existing 
firetube, industrial watertube, or heat 
recovery steam generator.

Catalyst reactor

Ammonia mixes with flue gas in reactor, resulting in a 
uniform distribution to optimize catalyst performance. 
For each application, the catalyst bed geometry is 
optimized. The highest quality corrugated catalyst is 
used with vanadium, titanium, or tungsten oxides as 
active agents.

Structure, platforms, ladders, and piping

Complete engineering of all ancillary walkways, 
structures, etc., is included in our  
comprehensive integration.

Exhaust systems

An exhaust system designed specifically for your 
system, with both installation-ready and freestanding 
stacks available. 

Heat recovery

A custom heat recovery system allows flue gas 
temperatures to be optimized, resulting in the most 
effective reduction of NOx emissions. Recovering 
the waste heat of the flue gas with an economizer 
increases the efficiency of the boiler. 
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Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
SCR is a proven technology to further reduce NOx emissions on boilers and HRSG 
systems of up to 95%. Integration of a NATCOM burner and SCR will provide  
operational flexibility, highest efficiency, and lowest emissions for any boiler design. 
NATCOM has the expertise and experience to meet your needs. The NXT Burner System

NATCOM’s NXT burner is a unique packaged burner 
system for new boilers and retrofit markets. Single burner 
up to 300 MBTU.

These burners are equipped with advanced NATCOM 
design features, including adjustable gas injectors, Class-III 
igniters, atomizers with coupling block valves, industrial-
grade pneumatic actuators, and 4-20mA positioners. In 
addition, our NXT product line meets all NFPA and CSA 
guidelines and standards.

Windbox-Mounted Fan:

•   Heavy-duty fan construction to reduce 
noise and prolong equipment life

•   Windbox-mounted control panel  
with swing-away capability for 
shipment clearance

•   Custom control system in single-point, 
parallel, or fully metered configuration

•   Precise, rugged CAMLINK™ system 
for single-point positioning, high 
turndown, and excess O2 control

•   Easy access, windbox-mounted fuel 
trains built per ASME B31.3

•   Compact arrangement with integrated 
air flow element and silencer

Large-Capacity Burners:
•   Stand-alone burner and windbox arrangements

•  Air-handling equipment package

•   Rack-mounted fuel trains

•   Control system with fully metered CCS



Burner Accessories
Blade Flowmeters

CAMLINK systems

Class I, II, and III igniters – gas or oil

Coupling blocks with integrated 
isolation and purge valves

Dampers

Flowmeters

Oil Atomizers

Retractable oil gun systems
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The highest-quality systems.
Faster and easier than ever.

Cleaver-brooks nebraska D

steam-reaDy
series



Get steam-ready faster. 
In what can only be described as a revolution in the Industrial Watertube boiler 
market, Cleaver-Brooks has brought its 90 years of experience and exclusive 
Engineered Integration to a series of steam-ready boilers. You choose the size 
and options on the Cleaver-Brooks Nebraska D boiler you need, and we’ll have a 
solution that’s ready faster than ever. Our steam-ready products are 
made with the highest-quality components you’ve come to expect 
from Cleaver-Brooks. We don’t interface another brand’s parts here. 
Just like every Cleaver-Brooks system, steam-ready systems are 
integrated only with Cleaver-Brooks parts. No one else can say that.
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Everything You Need. Faster to Market. 
Convenient and Cost-Effective.

It’s more than just a boiler. We have designed and engineered an entire boiler package, from 
the air inlet to the stack outlet and the feedwater inlet to the steam nozzle outlet, along with 
everything you need to operate the boiler. The important layout and configuration drawings are 
available with a quote, while a complete set of drawings are available soon after your order. With 
a drawing available quicker, you not only get a faster delivery from Cleaver-Brooks, but you’re 
also able to plan and manage your work faster – weeks faster than with a traditional system.

Complete Integration for Proven Performance

Only Cleaver-Brooks 
can offer watertube boilers, 
state-of-the-art burners, 
and combustion controls 
that are 100 percent 
designed, engineered, 
manufactured and 
integrated by one 
company. Other boiler 
manufacturers rely on 
equipment from a variety 
of manufacturers, simply 
bolted on, jeopardizing 
compatibility and 
performance.

Both the furnace and flame geometries are optimized to 
provide the ideal environment for combustion. Through 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations, our 
equipment is engineered to match perfectly and operate 
at peak performance.

The seamless integration of the optimized burner, boiler, 
combustion control system, and burner management system 
(BMS) allows the equipment to function at maximum efficiency 
and minimum emissions, all while maintaining the highest 
safety standards.

Capacities

10,000–225,000 lb/h

Operating Pressures

100 psig to 325 psig

Higher pressures available

Design Pressure

375 psig

Fuels

Natural Gas

#2 Fuel Oil

Emissions

Natural Gas – 9 ppm, 30 ppm or 
uncontrolled

#2 Fuel Oil – 75–120 ppm or 
uncontrolled

Turndown

10 to 1 – Natural Gas

8 to 1 - #2 Fuel Oil

Super heat available

Computational Fluid Dynamics is key to our state-of-
the-art integration and ability to provide high-efficiency, 
ultra-low NOx burner systems.
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Flexibility

Cleaver-Brooks understands that one size does not fit all. The options that are available for our steam-
ready D-style allow you to select the package that fits the exact needs of your facility. All our options are 
ready for quick delivery and optimal performance. Cleaver-Brooks has the years of experience that count 
in the design of complex, integrated systems calling for ultra-high performance.

Adjacent fins of all furnace and outside convection 
tubes are continuous-seal welded to form a 
pressure-tight, water-cooled panel

Mineral wool insulation

Fins are dual-welded 
to tubes

Corrugated pebble grain 
aluminum lagging

Tube flair

Drum serration

Drum2" O.D. tube

Highest-Quality Boiler 
Construction

Completely Drainable 2.0-inch O.D. tubes

Grooved tube seats for improved 
tube-to-drum seal

Fully welded gas seals are used 
throughout to ensure gas-tight operation

Boiler wall construction is 100 percent 
water-cooled

Furnace construction utilizes a 
welded-membrane wall design

Virtually no refractory

Conservatively designed tube layouts, 
coupled with large drums, provide superior 
natural circulation and operational benefits

Complete access to boiler water side 
is provided through manways at both ends 
of each drum



system-matched 
burner
Cleaver-Brooks has always been at the forefront of emissions 
technology, and that commitment extends to our steam-
ready boilers. The Nebraska D steam-ready boiler is available 
equipped for uncontrolled, 30 ppm, or 9 ppm emissions – all 
while maintaining some of the highest boiler efficiencies in the 
industry. Get the boiler system you need, and the reduction in 
carbon footprint you want, and get it all faster.

With more than 10,000 units installed, the Cleaver-Brooks 
burner is the benchmark of the industry. Super-low NOx, CO, 
VOC, and PM emissions are easily obtainable. Its traditional 
layout with a full windbox design is ideal for industrial, 
commercial, and institutional applications. It is seamlessly 
integrated with the furnace and the Hawk 5000 combustion 
controls to provide unparalleled levels of control and efficiency 
in a steam-ready package.
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Hawk 5000 Control
The Hawk 5000 is state-of-the-art for burner management 
systems and combustion controls. It is fully designed 
and optimized to work with our Cleaver-Brooks burners. 
The Hawk delivers reliability, safety, and efficiency with a 
seamless, easy-to-use, human-to-machine interface.

•  Fireye (CB110)-based integrated burner 
management system

•  Allen-Bradley CompactLogix™ PLC for 
boiler control

•  Allen-Bradley Panelview Plus 10" color 
touch screen HMI for setup, monitoring, 
and data acquisition

•  Trending and data-logging of up to 
300,000 points

•  Combustion set curves, system 
constants, alarm settings, tuning 
parameters, and all commissioning 
values adjustable via HMI

•  Automatic boiler warming feature limits 
thermal shock

•  Boiler efficiency and O2-corrected 
efficiency readings available

•  External communications to most 
commonly used protocols

• Assignable I/O
•  Plant Master Panel available as an 

option for multiple boiler installations
•  Fully integrated PLC programming for 

pressure control options for unison 
modulation, local stand-alone pressure 
control, or remote firing rate input

• 1-, 2-, or 3-element feedwater control
•  O2 trim and monitoring trims combustion 

on all fuels to maintain most efficient 
fuel/air ratio

• Variable-speed drive (VSD) control
• Draft control

Hawk 5000 Features
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the boiler is only the beginning. 
We can complete your whole 
boiler room.
Don’t stop at just the world’s best-engineered boiler system. Cleaver-Brooks supplies a full line 
of equipment to complete your boiler room, regardless of your needs. From blowdown tanks to 
deaerators to chemical feed systems, Cleaver-Brooks produces every accessory and ancillary 
product with the same meticulous engineering and complete integration used in every 
Cleaver-Brooks boiler system. Ask your rep how we can build your whole boiler room today.
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Boiler Dimensions CBND-10P-100D-25 CBND-20P-100D-35 CBND-30P-100D-40

Capacity 10,000 lb/h 20,000 lb/h 30,000 lb/h

Upper Drum 36 in 36 in 36 in

Lower Drum 24 in 24 in 24 in

Length Over Casing 10 ft 13 ft 4 in 15 ft

Width, Gas Outlet 12 3/4 in 16 3/4 in 28 3/4 in

Height, Gas Outlet 67 in 67 in 67 in

Front to CL Gas Outlet 12 5/8 in 14 5/8 in 20 5/8 in

Shipping Height 11 ft 5 in 11 ft 5 in 11 ft 5 in

Overall Width 9 ft 8 1/2 in 9 ft 8 1/2 in 9 ft 8 1/2 in

Min Operating Pressure 100 psig 100 psig 100 psig

Cleaver-Brooks Nebraska D
Steam-Ready 100D Series

Capacities and Specifications

3

* Shown with NATCOM NXT Burner. For 100D 
Series, ProFire Burner is standard feature.



Economizer

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure up to 375 psig • • •

     Hinged Manways • • •

     Lower Drum Heating Coil (LDHC) • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.120 Wall–PV • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.135 Wall–PV • • •

     Operating Pressure - 200–325 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Platforms & Ladders - Boiler • • •

     Platforms & Ladders - Stack ◊ ◊ ◊

     Platform & Ladder - Economizer ◊ ◊ ◊

     Sootblowers • • •

     Variable Frequency Drive • • •

     Selective Catalytic Reduction ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Parallel Positioning (PP) • • •

     Fully Metered (FM) ◊ ◊ ◊

      Eye-Hye® Remote Drum Level 
Transmitter

• • •

     Feedwater 2- or 3-Element • • •

     O2 Trim • • •

     O2 Analyzer • • •

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure 250 • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.105 Wall • • •

     Steam Quality 0.5% Moist • • •

     RH - Right Hand • • •

     LH - Left Hand • • •

     AL - Aluminum Casing • • •

     Operating Pressure - 100–200 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Steam Trim • • •

     Feedwater Trim • • •

     Boiler Platform Clips • • •

     Economizer • • •

     Stack - 40 ft, 50 ft, 60 ft ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Hawk 5000 Control • • •

     Single Point (SP) • • •

     Feedwater - Single Element • • •

Burner

      ProFire D • •

      ProFire XL 
(See ProFire Burner technical data 
sheet for detailed information)

•
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◊ Contact us for details.

E1 Economizers CBND-10P-100D-25 CBND-20P-100D-35 CBND-30P-100D-40

Fin Height 0.75 in 0.75 in 0.75 in

Transverse Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Longitudinal Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Segment 0.172 in 0.172 in 0.172 in

Fin Thickness 0.05 in 0.05 in 0.05 in

Effective Length 7 ft 7 ft 7 ft

Material Carbon Steel Carbon Steel Carbon Steel

Fins Serrated Serrated Serrated

Bends Cold Bent Cold Bent Cold Bent

Fuel NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil

Economizer Trim

Economizer feedwater bypass 1.25 in 1.5 in 2 in

Header vent valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

Header drain valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT  
ALSO INCLUDED

Temperature gauges –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature gauges – 
flue gas inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
flue gas inlet/outlet

4



Boiler Dimensions CBND-40E-200D-40
CBND-40P-200D-40

CBND-50E-200D-45
CBND-50P-200D-45

CBND-60E-200D-50

Capacity 40,000 lb/h 50,000 lb/h 60,000 lb/h

Upper Drum 36 in 36 in 36 in

Lower Drum 24 in 24 in 24 in

Length Over Casing 15 ft 16 ft 8 in 18 ft 4 in

Width, Gas Outlet 24 3/4 in 28 3/4 in 32 3/4 in

Height, Gas Outlet 79 3/4 in 79 3/4 in 79 3/4 in

Front to CL Gas Outlet 18 5/8 in 20 5/8 in 22 5/8 in

Shipping Height 13 ft 7 5/16 in 13 ft 7 5/16 in 13 ft 7 5/16 in

Overall Width 10 ft 10 1/4 in 10 ft 10 1/4 in 10 ft 10 1/4 in

Min Operating Pressure 100 psig 100 psig 100 psig

Cleaver-Brooks Nebraska D
Steam-Ready 200D Series

Capacities and Specifications

5

* Shown with NATCOM NXT Burner.



Economizer

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure up to 375 psig • • •

     Hinged Manways • • •

     Lower Drum Heating Coil (LDHC) • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.120 Wall–PV • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.135 Wall–PV • • •

     Operating Pressure - 200–325 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Platforms & Ladders - Boiler • • •

     Platforms & Ladders - Stack ◊ ◊ ◊

     Platform & Ladder - Economizer ◊ ◊ ◊

     Sootblowers • • •

     Variable Frequency Drive • • •

     Selective Catalytic Reduction ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Parallel Positioning (PP) • • •

     Fully Metered (FM) - NXT • • •

      Eye-Hye® Remote Drum Level 
Transmitter

• • •

     Feedwater 2- or 3-Element • • •

     O2 Trim • • •

     O2 Analyzer • • •

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure 250 • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.105 Wall • • •

     Steam Quality 0.5% Moist • • •

     RH - Right Hand • • •

     LH - Left Hand • • •

     AL - Aluminum Casing • • •

     Operating Pressure - 100–200 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Steam Trim • • •

     Feedwater Trim • • •

     Boiler Platform Clips • • •

     Economizer • • •

     Stack - 40 ft, 50 ft, 60 ft ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Hawk 5000 Control • • •

     Single Point (SP) - NXT • • •

     Parallel Positioning (PP) - PF • • •

     Feedwater - Single Element • • •

Burner

      NATCOM NXT for E Series 
(See NXT Burner technical data 
sheet for detailed information)

• • •

      ProFire XL for P Series 
(See ProFire Burner technical data 
sheet for detailed information)

• •

Standard Features Optional FeaturesC
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◊ Contact us for details.

E2 Economizers CBND-40E-200D-40
CBND-40P-200D-40

CBND-50E-200D-45
CBND-50P-200D-45

CBND-60E-200D-50

Fin Height 0.75 in 0.75 in 0.75 in

Transverse Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Longitudinal Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Segment 0.172 in 0.172 in 0.172 in

Fin Thickness 0.05 in 0.05 in 0.05 in

Effective Length 9 ft 9 ft 9 ft

Material Carbon Steel Carbon Steel Carbon Steel

Fins Serrated Serrated Serrated

Bends Cold Bent Cold Bent Cold Bent

Fuel NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil

Economizer Trim

Economizer feedwater bypass 2 in 2.5 in 2.5 in

Header vent valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

Header drain valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT  
ALSO INCLUDED

Temperature gauges –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature gauges – 
flue gas inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
flue gas inlet/outlet

6



Boiler Dimensions CBND-70E-300D-55 CBND-80E-300D-65 CBND-90E-300D-70

Capacity 70,000 lb/h 80,000 lb/h 90,000 lb/h

Upper Drum 42 in 42 in 42 in

Lower Drum 24 in 24 in 24 in

Length Over Casing 20 ft 23 ft 4 in 25 ft

Width, Gas Outlet 36 3/4 in 40 1/2 in 44 3/4 in

Height, Gas Outlet 88 1/2 in 88 1/2 in 88 1/2 in

Front to CL Gas Outlet 24 5/8 in 26 5/8 in 28 5/8 in

Shipping Height 14 ft 6 in 14 ft 6 in 14 ft 6 in

Overall Width 11 ft 5 in 11 ft 5 in 11 ft 5 in

Min Operating Pressure 100 psig 100 psig 100 psig

Cleaver-Brooks Nebraska D
Steam-Ready 300D Series

Capacities and Specifications

7



Economizer

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure up to 375 psig • • •

     Hinged Manways • • •

     Lower Drum Heating Coil (LDHC) • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.120 Wall–PV • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.135 Wall–PV • • •

     Operating Pressure - 200–325 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Platforms & Ladders - Boiler • • •

     Platforms & Ladders - Stack ◊ ◊ ◊

     Platform & Ladder - Economizer ◊ ◊ ◊

     Sootblowers • • •

     Variable Frequency Drive • • •

     Selective Catalytic Reduction ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Parallel Positioning (PP) • • •

     Fully Metered (FM) • • •

      Eye-Hye® Remote Drum Level 
Transmitter

• • •

     Feedwater 2- or 3-Element • • •

     O2 Trim • • •

     O2 Analyzer • • •

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure 250 • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.105 Wall • • •

     Steam Quality 0.5% Moist • • •

     RH - Right Hand • • •

     LH - Left Hand • • •

     AL - Aluminum Casing • • •

     Operating Pressure - 100–200 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Steam Trim • • •

     Feedwater Trim • • •

     Boiler Platform Clips • • •

     Economizer • • •

     Stack - 40 ft, 50 ft, 60 ft ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Hawk 5000 Control • • •

     Single Point (SP) • • •

     Feedwater - Single Element • • •

Burner

      NATCOM NXT 
(See NXT Burner technical data 
sheet for detailed information)

• • •
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◊ Contact us for details.

E3 Economizers CBND-70E-300D-55 CBND-80E-300D-65 CBND-90E-300D-70

Fin Height 0.75 in 0.75 in 0.75 in

Transverse Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Longitudinal Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Segment 0.172 in 0.172 in 0.172 in

Fin Thickness 0.05 in 0.05 in 0.05 in

Effective Length 12 ft 12 ft 12 ft

Material Carbon Steel Carbon Steel Carbon Steel

Fins Serrated Serrated Serrated

Bends Cold Bent Cold Bent Cold Bent

Fuel NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil

Economizer Trim

Economizer feedwater bypass 2.5 in 3 in 3 in

Header vent valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

Header drain valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT  
ALSO INCLUDED

Temperature gauges –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature gauges – 
flue gas inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
flue gas inlet/outlet
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Boiler Dimensions CBND-100E-400D-75 CBND-110E-400D-85 CBND-120E-400D-90

Capacity 100,000 lb/h 110,000 lb/h 120,000 lb/h

Upper Drum 48 in 48 in 48 in

Lower Drum 24 in 24 in 24 in

Length Over Casing 26 ft 8 in 30 ft 31 ft 8 in

Width, Gas Outlet 52 3/4 in 56 3/4 in 60 3/4 in

Height, Gas Outlet 88 1/2 in 88 1/2 in 88 1/2 in

Front to CL Gas Outlet 32 5/8 in 34 5/8 in 36 5/8 in

Shipping Height 15 ft 1/2 in 15 ft 1/2 in 15 ft 1/2 in

Overall Width 11 ft 7 3/4 in 11 ft 7 3/4 in 11 ft 7 3/4 in

Min Operating Pressure 100 psig 100 psig 100 psig

Cleaver-Brooks Nebraska D
Steam-Ready 400D Series

Capacities and Specifications

9

* CBND-90E-300D-70 shown. 400D to 600D CBND units are 
available with grade mounted fan, fuel train and controls.  
See corresponding burner dimension table for details.



Economizer

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure up to 375 psig • • •

     Hinged Manways • • •

     Lower Drum Heating Coil (LDHC) • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.120 Wall–PV • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.135 Wall–PV • • •

     Operating Pressure - 200–325 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Platforms & Ladders - Boiler • • •

     Platforms & Ladders - Stack ◊ ◊ ◊

     Platform & Ladder - Economizer ◊ ◊ ◊

     Sootblowers • • •

     Variable Frequency Drive • • •

     Selective Catalytic Reduction ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

      Eye-Hye® Remote Drum Level 
Transmitter

• • •

     Feedwater 2- or 3-Element • • •

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure 250 • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.105 Wall • • •

     Steam Quality 0.5% Moist • • •

     RH - Right Hand • • •

     LH - Left Hand • • •

     AL - Aluminum Casing • • •

     Operating Pressure - 100–200 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Steam Trim • • •

     Feedwater Trim • • •

     Boiler Platform Clips • • •

     Economizer • • •

     Stack - 40 ft, 50 ft, 60 ft ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Hawk 5000 Control • • •

     Fully Metered (FM) • • •

     O2 Trim • • •

     Feedwater - Single Element • • •

Burner

      NATCOM NXT 
(See NXT Burner technical data 
sheet for detailed information)

• • •
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◊ Contact us for details.

E3 Economizers CBND-100E-400D-75 CBND-110E-400D-85 CBND-120E-400D-90

Fin Height 0.75 in 0.75 in 0.75 in

Transverse Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Longitudinal Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Segment 0.172 in 0.172 in 0.172 in

Fin Thickness 0.05 in 0.05 in 0.05 in

Effective Length 12 ft 12 ft 12 ft

Material Carbon Steel Carbon Steel Carbon Steel

Fins Serrated Serrated Serrated

Bends Cold Bent Cold Bent Cold Bent

Fuel NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil

Economizer Trim

Economizer feedwater bypass 3 in 3 in 3 in

Header vent valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

Header drain valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT  
ALSO INCLUDED

Temperature gauges –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature gauges – 
flue gas inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
flue gas inlet/outlet
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Boiler Dimensions CBND-135E-500D-95 CBND-150E-500D-100 CBND-175E-500D-115

Capacity 135,000 lb/h 150,000 lb/h 175,000 lb/h

Upper Drum 54 in 54 in 54 in

Lower Drum 24 in 24 in 24 in

Length Over Casing 30 ft 35 ft 40 ft

Width, Gas Outlet 68 3/4 in 72 3/4 in 80 3/4 in

Height, Gas Outlet 90 1/2 in 91 1/2 in 91 1/2 in

Front to CL Gas Outlet 40 5/8 in 42 5/8 in 46 5/8 in

Shipping Height 15 ft 10 1/2 in 15 ft 10 1/2 in 15 ft 10 1/2 in

Overall Width 12 ft 7 3/4 in 12 ft 7 3/4 in 12 ft 7 3/4 in

Min Operating Pressure 100 psig 100 psig 100 psig

Cleaver-Brooks Nebraska D
Steam-Ready 500D Series

Capacities and Specifications

11

* CBND-90E-300D-70 shown. 400D to 600D CBND units are 
available with grade mounted fan, fuel train and controls.  
See corresponding burner dimension table for details.



Economizer

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure up to 375 psig • • •

     Hinged Manways • • •

     Lower Drum Heating Coil (LDHC) • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.120 Wall–PV • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.135 Wall–PV • • •

     Operating Pressure - 200–325 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Platforms & Ladders - Boiler • • •

     Platforms & Ladders - Stack ◊ ◊ ◊

     Platform & Ladder - Economizer ◊ ◊ ◊

     Sootblowers • • •

     Variable Frequency Drive • • •

     Selective Catalytic Reduction ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

      Eye-Hye® Remote Drum Level 
Transmitter

• • •

     Feedwater 2- or 3-Element • • •

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure 250 • • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.105 Wall • • •

     Steam Quality 0.5% Moist • • •

     RH - Right Hand • • •

     LH - Left Hand • • •

     AL - Aluminum Casing • • •

     Operating Pressure - 100–200 psig • • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Steam Trim • • •

     Feedwater Trim • • •

     Boiler Platform Clips • • •

     Economizer • • •

     Stack - 40 ft, 50 ft, 60 ft ◊ ◊ ◊

Controls

     Hawk 5000 Control • • •

     Fully Metered (FM) • • •

     O2 Trim • • •

     Feedwater - Single Element • • •

Burner

      NATCOM NXT 
(See NXT Burner technical data 
sheet for detailed information)

• • •

Standard Features Optional FeaturesC
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◊ Contact us for details.

E4 Economizers CBND-135E-500D-95 CBND-150E-500D-100 CBND-175E-500D-115

Fin Height 0.75 in 0.75 in 0.75 in

Transverse Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Longitudinal Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in 4.5 in

Segment 0.172 in 0.172 in 0.172 in

Fin Thickness 0.05 in 0.05 in 0.05 in

Effective Length 16 ft 16 ft 16 ft

Material Carbon Steel Carbon Steel Carbon Steel

Fins Serrated Serrated Serrated

Bends Cold Bent Cold Bent Cold Bent

Fuel NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil

Economizer Trim

Economizer feedwater bypass 3 in 4 in 4 in

Header vent valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

Header drain valve 1 in 1 in 1 in

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT  
ALSO INCLUDED

Temperature gauges –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature gauges – 
flue gas inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
flue gas inlet/outlet
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Boiler Dimensions CBND-200E-600D-120 CBND-225E-600D-125

Capacity 200,000 lb/h 225,000 lb/h

Upper Drum 54 in 54 in

Lower Drum 24 in 24 in

Length Over Casing 41 ft 8 in 43 ft 4 in

Width, Gas Outlet 92 3/4 in 104 3/4 in

Height, Gas Outlet 91 1/2 in 91 1/2 in

Front to CL Gas Outlet 52 5/8 in 58 5/8 in

Shipping Height 15 ft 10 1/2 in 15 ft 10 1/2 in

Overall Width 12 ft 9 1/8 in 12 ft 9 1/8 in

Min Operating Pressure 100 psig 100 psig

Cleaver-Brooks Nebraska D
Steam-Ready 600D Series

Capacities and Specifications

13

* CBND-90E-300D-70 shown. 400D to 600D CBND units are 
available with grade mounted fan, fuel train and controls.  
See corresponding burner dimension table for details.



Economizer

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure up to 375 psig • • 

     Hinged Manways • •

     Lower Drum Heating Coil (LDHC) • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.120 Wall–PV • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.135 Wall–PV • •

     Operating Pressure - 200–325 psig • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Platforms & Ladders - Boiler • •

     Platforms & Ladders - Stack ◊ ◊

     Platform & Ladder - Economizer ◊ ◊

     Sootblowers • •

     Variable Frequency Drive • •

     Selective Catalytic Reduction ◊ ◊

Controls

      Eye-Hye® Remote Drum Level 
Transmitter

• •

     Feedwater 2- or 3-Element • •

Pressure Vessel

     Design Pressure 250 • •

     Tubes 2 in 178-A.105 Wall • •

     Steam Quality 0.5% Moist • •

     RH - Right Hand • •

     LH - Left Hand • •

     AL - Aluminum Casing • •

     Operating Pressure - 100–200 psig • •

Auxiliary Equipment

     Steam Trim • •

     Feedwater Trim • •

     Boiler Platform Clips • •

     Economizer • •

     Stack - 40 ft, 50 ft, 60 ft ◊ ◊

Controls

     Hawk 5000 Control • •

     Fully Metered (FM) • •

     O2 Trim • •

     Feedwater - Single Element • •

Burner

      NATCOM NXT 
(See NXT Burner technical data 
sheet for detailed information)

• •
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◊ Contact us for details.

E4 Economizers CBND-200E-600D-120 CBND-225E-600D-125

Fin Height 0.75 in 0.75 in

Transverse Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in

Longitudinal Pitch 4.5 in 4.5 in

Segment 0.172 in 0.172 in

Fin Thickness 0.05 in 0.05 in

Effective Length 16 ft 16 ft

Material Carbon Steel Carbon Steel

Fins Serrated Serrated

Bends Cold Bent Cold Bent

Fuel NG & #2 oil NG & #2 oil

Economizer Trim

Economizer feedwater bypass 6 in 6 in

Header vent valve 1 in 1 in

Header drain valve 1 in 1 in

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT  
ALSO INCLUDED

Temperature gauges –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
feedwater inlet/outlet

Temperature gauges – 
flue gas inlet/outlet

Temperature thermowell –  
flue gas inlet/outlet
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ProFire Burners
D126, LND145
Technical Data Sheet

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance for 
U.S. or Canadian units, 
respectively (contact us 
for TSSA compliance).

Designed integral FD fan, 
packaged fuel train and 
remote control panel. Choice 
of right- or left-hand fuel rack.

Single Point or Parallel 
Positioning Combustion 
Control System (CCS) with  
O2 trim.

Main Fuel: Natural gas and/
or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural gas and/or 
propane.

NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 18% FGR #2 Oil, 18% FGR

Excess Air %* 20 20 20 20

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 95 135 30 100

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 100 75 100 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 8 6

Performance guarantees

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 25% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for 100% MCR only.

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing  

Steam flow (pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

10 30 30 65 30 32

Specific operating conditions

Pressure control valve not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details.

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-10P-100D-25

12.2 MM BTU/H NG; 12.1 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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ProFire Burners
D252, LND300
Technical Data Sheet

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance for 
U.S. or Canadian units, 
respectively (contact us 
for TSSA compliance).

Designed integral FD fan, 
packaged fuel train and 
remote control panel. Choice 
of right- or left-hand fuel rack.

Single Point or Parallel 
Positioning Combustion 
Control System (CCS) with  
O2 trim.

Main Fuel: Natural gas and/
or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural gas and/or 
propane.

NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 18% FGR #2 Oil, 18% FGR

Excess Air %* 20 20 20 20

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 95 135 30 100

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 100 75 100 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 8 6

Performance guarantees

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 25% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for 100% MCR only.

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing  

Steam flow (pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

10 30 30 130 30 65

Specific operating conditions

Pressure control valve not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details.

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-20P-100D-35

24.3 MM BTU/H NG; 24.2 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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Gas input based on natural gas at 1,000 Btu/cu. ft. and 0.60 gravity. Oil input based on No. 2 oil at 140,000 Btu/gal. PPH overall efficiency of 
84% estimated. Blower wheel and motor HP is based on altitude up to 2,500 ft. above sea level. For higher altitude or 50 Hz. applications, 
consult factory. Firing at higher furnace pressures de-rates the burner by approximately 5% per 1/2 in. of additional pressure; consult factory.

Boiler Size Burner 
Model

Gas Input 
(MBH)

#2 Oil 
Input 
(GPH)

PPH @  
84% Eff.

Motor  
HP

Metering 
System Motor 

HP 3 PH.

Blower Motor 
Volt/PH  
60 Hz.

Gas Pressure 
Required 

(PSI)

CBND-10P-100D-25 D-126 12,600 90 10,000 15 1/2 460/3 2.5

CBND-20P-100D-35 D-252 25,200 180 20,000 30 3/4 460/3 4.3
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Boiler Size Burner 
Model A B C D E F G H I J K L M N P Q R

CBND-10P-100D-25 D-126 22 27 12 21 1/2 56 7/8 15 30 1/8 4 1/8 24 3/4 21 12 25 45 37 3/8 30 1/2 1 1/4 3

CBND-20P-100D-35 D-252 31 1/2 37 15 22 66 3/8 21 37 3/8 4 5/8 32 3/8 23 3/4 12 35 56 7/8 47 1/2 31 1 1/4 4

ProFire D Series Burners
D-126, D-252
Dimension Tables

Designed for 10P-100D-25 and 20P-100D-35 CBND Boilers

12.6–25.2 MM BTU/H NG; 12.6–25.2 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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ProFire LND Series Burners
LND-145, LND-300
Dimension Tables

Designed for 10P-100D-25 and 20P-100D-35 CBND Boilers

12.6–25.2 MM BTU/H NG; 12.6–25.2 MM BTU/H #2 OIL

Gas input based on natural gas at 1,000 Btu/cu. ft. and 0.60 gravity. Oil input based on No. 2 oil at 140,000 Btu/gal. PPH overall efficiency of 84% 
estimated. Blower wheel and motor HP is based on altitude up to 2,500 ft. above sea level. For higher altitude or 50 Hz. applications, consult 
factory. Firing at higher furnace pressures de-rates the burner by approximately 5% per 1/2 in. of additional pressure; consult factory.

Boiler Size Burner 
Model

Gas Input 
(MBH)

#2 Oil 
Input 
(GPH)

PPH @  
84% Eff.

Motor  
HP

Metering 
System Motor 

HP 3 PH.

Blower Motor 
Volt/PH  
60 Hz.

Gas Pressure 
Required 

(PSI)

F.G.R.  
Line Piping 

Size

CBND-10P-100D-25 LND-145 12,600 90 10,000 15 1/2 460/3 2.5 8

CBND-20P-100D-35 LND-300 25,200 180 20,000 40 3/4 460/3 4.3 10

Boiler Size Burner 
Model A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

CBND-10P-100D-25 LND-145 22 27 12 21 1/2 56 7/8 15 30 1/8 4 1/8 24 3/4 20 5/8 12 25 45 47 3/8

CBND-20P-100D-35 LND-300 31 1/2 37 15 22 66 3/8 21 37 3/8 4 5/8 32 3/8 23 3/4 12 35 56 7/8 58

Boiler Size Burner 
Model P Q R S T U V

CBND-10P-100D-25 LND-145 30 1/2 1 1/4 3 47 7/8 16 7/8 9 1/2

CBND-20P-100D-35 LND-300 31 1 1/4 4 51 5/8 16 7/8 11 3/4



* The noise level emission guarantee applies for each individual system component provided (not combined) and does not consider the overall 
plant floor level noise. Noise emission guarantee is based on free field sound, hemispherical radiation at the stated distance and does not include 
combination of sound effect radiated from other sources or noise reflected from the interior building walls and other surfaces. Also, it does not take 
into consideration factors which may contribute to overall installed noise levels such as existing noise from motors, casings, ducts, flowmeters, 
dampers, VIVs and other power house equipment.

Packaged burner general design conditions

Each pre-engineered burner system shall be designed for the following general conditions:

Codes & Regulations

System Compliant to: Component listing: Piping standard: Enclosure rating: Area classification:

NFPA 85 or 
CSA B149.3

UL B31.3 NEMA 4 Non hazardous

Plant General Data

Altitude Equipment Location
FD

Fan Motor
Voltage

Control 
Voltage

Instrument 
Air Pressure

Noise
Limitation*

Ambient 
Temperature

Combustion Air 
Temperature

Maximum
Relative
Humidity

0–2500 ft 
ASL

Indoors or
Outdoors

480V/3/60HZ
or

600V/3/60HZ
(Canada)

120V 80 psig
Regulated

92dBA @ 3ft
15ºF to
100ºF

50ºF to 100ºF must  
be tempered to  

the specified 
temperature

60%

Fuel

Main Burner 
Fuel option

Igniter Fuel
option

Natural Gas 
Temperature 
at Train Inlet

Natural Gas #2 Oil

Natural Gas 
and/or 
#2 Oil

Natural Gas 
and/or 

Propane 
Gas

60ºF–80ºF

Composition 
% Volume

High Heating 
Value (HHV) Composition 

% Mass
High Heating 
Value (HHV)

Fuel Bound 
Nitrogen 

(FBN) 
% Mass

Asphaltene
% Mass

Viscocity SSU
@60ºF

95% CH4

2% C2H6

2% N2

1% CO2

994 BTU/
SCF

87.27 C
12.5 H
0.2 S

0.01 ash

19,300 
BTU/lb

≤0.02 ≤3 42

ProFire XL Burner
General Data Sheet

For 100D to 200D CBND Boilers

12.6 to 63 MM BTU/H Burners
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ProFire Burners
XL378, LNXL378
Technical Data Sheet

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance for 
U.S. or Canadian units, 
respectively (contact us 
for TSSA compliance).

Designed integral FD fan, 
parallel positioning, packaged 
fuel train and remote control 
panel. Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack.

O2 trim and Variable Speed 
Drive (VSD).

Main Fuel: Natural gas and/
or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural gas and/or 
propane.

NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 18% FGR #2 Oil, 18% FGR

Excess Air %* 20 20 20 20

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 95 135 30 100

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 100 75 100 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 8 6

Performance guarantees

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 25% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for 100% MCR only.

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing  

Steam flow (pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

10 30 30 170 30 95

Specific operating conditions

Pressure control valve not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details.

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-30P-100D-40

36.4 MM BTU/H NG; 36.4 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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ProFire Burners
XL504, LNXL504
Technical Data Sheet

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance for 
U.S. or Canadian units, 
respectively (contact us 
for TSSA compliance).

Designed integral FD fan, 
parallel positioning, packaged 
fuel train and remote control 
panel. Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack.

O2 trim and Variable Speed 
Drive (VSD).

Main Fuel: Natural gas and/
or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural gas and/or 
propane.

NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 18% FGR #2 Oil, 18% FGR

Excess Air %* 20 20 20 20

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 95 135 30 100

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 75 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 8 6

Performance guarantees

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 25% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for 100% MCR only.

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing  

Steam flow (pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

10 30 30 255 30 125

Specific operating conditions

Pressure control valve not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details.

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-40P-200D-40

48.6 MM BTU/H NG; 48.5 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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ProFire Burners
XL630, LNXL630
Technical Data Sheet

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance for 
U.S. or Canadian units, 
respectively (contact us 
for TSSA compliance).

Designed integral FD fan, 
parallel positioning, packaged 
fuel train and remote control 
panel. Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack.

O2 trim and Variable Speed 
Drive (VSD).

Main Fuel: Natural gas and/
or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural gas and/or 
propane.

NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 18% FGR #2 Oil, 18% FGR

Excess Air %* 20 20 20 20

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 95 135 30 100

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 100 75 100 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 8 6

Performance guarantees

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 25% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for 100% MCR only.

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing  

Steam flow (pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

10 30 30 315 30 155

Specific operating conditions

Pressure control valve not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details.

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-50P-200D-45

60.7 MM BTU/H NG; 60.5 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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ProFire XL Series Burners
XL-378, XL-504, XL-630
Dimension Tables

Designed for 30P-100D-40, 40P-200D-40 and 50P-200D-45 CBND Boilers

37.8–63.0 MM BTU/H NG; 37.8–63.0 MM BTU/H #2 OIL

Boiler Size Burner 
Model D E F G H J K L M N P Q

CBND-30P-100D-40 XL-378 137 3/10 83 3/10 26 3/5 24 31 7/10 17 3/5 33 6 1/2 28 36 2/5 38 3/10 23 3/10

CBND-40P-200D-40 XL-504 144 1/2 90 1/2 28 25 2/5 33 3/10 17 3/5 33 7 30 1/2 36 9/10 38 4/5 27

CBND-50P-200D-45 XL-630 144 1/2 90 1/2 28 25 2/5 33 3/10 17 3/5 33 7 30 1/2 36 9/10 38 4/5 27

Boiler Size Burner 
Model R S T U V W DD EE FF GG HH

CBND-30P-100D-40 XL-378 110 4/5 72 3/10 38 1/2 3 3/5 98 9/10 16 1/10 30 28 3/10 12 30˚ 47/50

CBND-40P-200D-40 XL-504 116 1/2 74 1/5 40 1/2 4 1/2 108 4/5 19 2/5 41 39 12 30˚ 47/50

CBND-50P-200D-45 XL-630 116 1/2 74 1/5 40 1/2 4 1/2 108 4/5 19 2/5 41 39 12 30˚ 47/50

Gas input based on natural gas at 1,000 Btu/cu. ft. and 0.60 gravity. Oil input based on No. 2 oil at 140,000 Btu/gal. PPH overall efficiency of 
84% estimated. Blower wheel and motor HP is based on altitude up to 2,500 ft. above sea level. For higher altitude or 50 Hz. applications, 
consult factory. Firing at higher furnace pressures de-rates the burner by approximately 5% per 1/2 in. of additional pressure; consult factory.

Boiler Size Burner 
Model

Gas Input 
(MBH)

#2 Oil 
Input 
(GPH)

PPH @  
84% Eff.

Motor  
HP

Blower Motor 
Volt/3 PH  

60 Hz.

Furnace 
Pressure 

("w.c.)

Gas Pressure 
Required 

(PSI)

CBND-30P-100D-40 XL-378 37,800 270 30,000 30 460/3 5.0 10

CBND-40P-200D-40 XL-504 50,400 360 40,000 50 460/3 3.5 10

CBND-50P-200D-45 XL-630 63,000 450 50,000 75 460/3 5.0 10
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ProFire LNXL Series Burners
LNXL-378, LNXL-504, LNXL-630
Dimension Tables

Designed for 30P-100D-40, 40P-200D-40 and 50P-200D-45 CBND Boilers

37.8–63.0 MM BTU/H NG; 37.8–63.0 MM BTU/H #2 OIL

Boiler Size Burner 
Model D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U

CBND-30P-100D-40 LNXL-378 137 3/10 83 3/10 26 3/5 24 31 7/10 17 3/5 33 6 1/2 28 36 2/5 38 3/10 23 3/10 31 1/2 56 4/5 110 4/5 72 3/10

CBND-40P-200D-40 LNXL-504 144 1/2 90 1/2 28 25 2/5 33 3/10 17 3/5 33 7 30 1/2 36 9/10 38 4/5 27 33 1/2 62 1/2 116 1/2 74 1/5

CBND-50P-200D-45 LNXL-630 144 1/2 90 1/2 28 25 2/5 33 3/10 17 3/5 33 7 30 1/2 36 9/10 38 4/5 27 33 1/2 62 1/2 116 1/2 74 1/5

Boiler Size Burner 
Model V W Y Z DD EE FF GG HH JJ KK LL MM NN PP

CBND-30P-100D-40 LNXL-378 38 1/2 3 3/5 98 9/10 16 1/10 21 18 4/5 13 3/10 24 1 10/77 15˚ 30 28 3/10 12 30˚ 47/50

CBND-40P-200D-40 LNXL-504 40 1/2 4 1/2 108 4/5 19 2/5 23 1/2 21 3/10 15 3/10 16 1 10/77 22 1/2˚ 41 39 12 30˚ 47/50

CBND-50P-200D-45 LNXL-630 40 1/2 4 1/2 108 4/5 19 2/5 23 1/2 21 3/10 15 3/10 16 1 10/77 22 1/2˚ 41 39 12 30˚ 47/50

Gas input based on natural gas at 1,000 Btu/cu. ft. and 0.60 gravity. Oil input based on No. 2 oil at 140,000 Btu/gal. PPH overall efficiency of 
84% estimated. Blower wheel and motor HP is based on altitude up to 2,500 ft. above sea level. For higher altitude or 50 Hz. applications, 
consult factory. Firing at higher furnace pressures de-rates the burner by approximately 5% per 1/2 in. of additional pressure; consult factory.

Boiler Size Burner 
Model

Gas Input 
(MBH)

#2 Oil 
Input 
(GPH)

PPH @  
84% Eff.

Motor  
HP

Blower Motor 
Volt/3 PH  

60 Hz.

Furnace 
Pressure 

("w.c.)

Gas Pressure 
Required 

(PSI)

F.G.R.  
Line Piping 

Size

CBND-30P-100D-40 LNXL-378 37,800 270 30,000 40 460/3 6.0 10 14

CBND-40P-200D-40 LNXL-504 50,400 360 40,000 60 460/3 7.7 10 16

CBND-50P-200D-45 LNXL-630 63,000 450 50,000 100 460/3 9.6 10 16



* The noise level emission guarantee applies for each individual system component provided by NATCOM (not combined) and does not consider 
the overall plant floor level noise. Noise emission guarantee is based on free field sound, hemispherical radiation at the stated distance and does 
not include combination of sound effect radiated from other sources or noise reflected from the interior building walls and other surfaces. Also, it 
does not take into consideration factors which may contribute to overall installed noise levels such as existing noise from motors, casings, ducts, 
flowmeters, dampers, VIVs and other power house equipment.

Packaged burner general design conditions

Each NXT burner system shall be designed for the following general conditions:

Codes & Regulations

System Compliant to: Component listing: Piping standard: Enclosure rating: Area classification:

NFPA 85 or 
CSA B149.3

UL B31.3 NEMA 4 Non hazardous

Plant General Data

Altitude Equipment Location
FD

Fan Motor
Voltage

Control 
Voltage

Instrument 
Air Pressure

Noise
Limitation*

Ambient 
Temperature

Combustion Air 
Temperature

Maximum
Relative
Humidity

0–2500 ft 
ASL

48 to 109 
MM BTU/H
200D–300D

120 to 271 
MM BTU/H
400D–600D

480V/3/60HZ
or

600V/3/60HZ
(Canada)

120V 70 psig
Regulated

85dBA @ 3ft
15ºF to
125ºF

48 to 109 
MM BTU/H
200D–300D

120 to 271
MM BTU/H
400D–600D

60%50ºF to 100ºF must  
be tempered to  

the specified 
temperature

Indoors
Indoors or
Outdoors

Fuel

Main Burner 
Fuel option

Igniter Fuel
option

Natural Gas 
Temperature 
at Train Inlet

Natural Gas #2 Oil

Natural Gas 
and/or 
#2 Oil

Natural Gas 
and/or 

Propane 
Gas

40ºF–80ºF

Composition 
% Volume

High Heating 
Value (HHV) Composition 

% Mass
High Heating 
Value (HHV)

Fuel Bound 
Nitrogen 

(FBN) 
% Mass

Asphaltene
% Mass

Viscocity SSU
@60ºF

95% CH4

2% C2H6

2% N2

1% CO2

994 BTU/
SCF

87.27 C
12.5 H
0.2 S

0.01 ash

19,300 
BTU/lb

≤0.02 ≤3 42

NXT Burner
General Data Sheet

For 200D to 600D CBND Boilers

48 to 271 MM BTU/H Burners
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 9% FGR #2 Oil, 9% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 60 105 30 75

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at train 
inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Fan test 
block 

No FGR/FGR
(HP)

Allowed furnace 
pressure @ MCR 

(inwc)

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

No FGR
NG

9% FGR 
NG

FM 20 100 95 240 70 45 40/40 Oil
40/50 NG 3.5 3.9

SP, PP 18 95 95 240 70 45

NXT-048 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options: Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=8.34'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=11.33' 
Ltot=13.00'

FD fan, fuel train and 
control panel are 
windbox mounted. 
Right- or left-hand drum 
arrangements available.

Fully Metered (FM), Parallel 
Positioning (PP) and Single 
Point Positioning (SP). 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Fan motors of 100 HP and above are only offered with manual start/stop 
control.  Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Allowed furnace pressure given for NG fuel including 0.75 inwc margin. Oil-only application will result in slightly reduced furnace pressure. 
Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general operating conditions for additional details.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables
Piping specifications

Inspection and test plan
Paint specification
Scope detail
Job document list

Fan & motor specification
Commissioning plan

For indoor applications, 
uncontrolled or 30 ppm  
NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-40E-200D-40, 40 K PPH sat.

48 MM BTU/H NG; 46 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 10% FGR #2 Oil, 10% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 65 105 30 75

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at train 
inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Fan test 
block 

No FGR/FGR
(HP)

Allowed furnace 
pressure @ MCR 

(inwc)

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

No FGR
NG

10% FGR 
NG

FM 20 100 95 300 70 60 50/60 Oil
60/60 NG 5.1 5.7

SP, PP 18 95 95 300 70 60

NXT-060 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options: Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=8.34'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=12.67' 
Ltot=14.67'

FD fan, fuel train and 
control panel are 
windbox mounted. 
Right- or left-hand drum 
arrangements available.

Fully Metered (FM), Parallel 
Positioning (PP) and Single 
Point Positioning (SP). 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Fan motors of 100 HP and above are only offered with manual start/stop 
control.  Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Allowed furnace pressure given for NG fuel including 0.75 inwc margin. Oil-only application will result in slightly reduced furnace pressure. 
Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general operating conditions for additional details.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables
Piping specifications

Inspection and test plan
Paint specification
Scope detail
Job document list

Fan & motor specification
Commissioning plan

For indoor applications, 
uncontrolled or 30 ppm  
NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-50E-200D-45, 50 K PPH sat.

60 MM BTU/H NG; 58 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 11% FGR #2 Oil, 11% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 70 110 30 75

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at train 
inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Fan test 
block 

No FGR/FGR
(HP)

Allowed furnace 
pressure @ MCR 

(inwc)

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

No FGR
NG

11% FGR 
NG

FM 20 100 95 360 70 70 75/100 Oil
75/100 NG 7.1 8.2

SP, PP 18 95 95 360 70 70

NXT-072 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options: Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=8.34'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=14.00' 
Ltot=16.33'

FD fan, fuel train and 
control panel are 
windbox mounted. 
Right- or left-hand drum 
arrangements available.

Fully Metered (FM), Parallel 
Positioning (PP) and Single 
Point Positioning (SP). 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Fan motors of 100 HP and above are only offered with manual start/stop 
control.  Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Allowed furnace pressure given for NG fuel including 0.75 inwc margin. Oil-only application will result in slightly reduced furnace pressure. 
Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general operating conditions for additional details.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables
Piping specifications

Inspection and test plan
Paint specification
Scope detail
Job document list

Fan & motor specification
Commissioning plan

For indoor applications, 
uncontrolled or 30 ppm  
NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-60E-200D-50, 60 K PPH sat.

72 MM BTU/H NG; 69 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 12% FGR #2 Oil, 12% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 70 110 30 75

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at train 
inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Fan test 
block 

No FGR/FGR
(HP)

Allowed furnace 
pressure @ MCR 

(inwc)

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

No FGR
NG

12% FGR 
NG

FM 22 125 120 420 70 80 75/100 Oil
75/100 NG 5.3 6.1

SP, PP 20 120 120 420 70 80

NXT-085 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options: Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=8.97'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=15.33' 
Ltot=18.00'

FD fan, fuel train and 
control panel are 
windbox mounted. 
Right- or left-hand drum 
arrangements available.

Fully Metered (FM), Parallel 
Positioning (PP) and Single 
Point Positioning (SP). 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Fan motors of 100 HP and above are only offered with manual start/stop 
control.  Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Allowed furnace pressure given for NG fuel including 0.75 inwc margin. Oil-only application will result in slightly reduced furnace pressure. 
Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general operating conditions for additional details.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables
Piping specifications

Inspection and test plan
Paint specification
Scope detail
Job document list

Fan & motor specification
Commissioning plan

For indoor applications, 
uncontrolled or 30 ppm  
NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-70E-300D-55, 70 K PPH sat.

85 MM BTU/H NG; 81 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 13% FGR #2 Oil, 13% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 75 115 30 80

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at train 
inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Fan test 
block 

No FGR/FGR
(HP)

Allowed furnace 
pressure @ MCR 

(inwc)

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

No FGR
NG

13% FGR 
NG

FM 22 125 120 475 70 90 100/125 Oil
100/150 NG 7.1 8.4

SP, PP 20 120 120 475 70 90

NXT-097 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options: Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=8.97'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=18.33' 
Ltot=21.33'

FD fan, fuel train and 
control panel are 
windbox mounted. 
Right- or left-hand drum 
arrangements available.

Fully Metered (FM), Parallel 
Positioning (PP) and Single 
Point Positioning (SP). 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Fan motors of 100 HP and above are only offered with manual start/stop 
control.  Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Allowed furnace pressure given for NG fuel including 0.75 inwc margin. Oil-only application will result in slightly reduced furnace pressure. 
Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general operating conditions for additional details.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables
Piping specifications

Inspection and test plan
Paint specification
Scope detail
Job document list

Fan & motor specification
Commissioning plan

For indoor applications, 
uncontrolled or 30 ppm  
NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-80E-300D-65, 80 K PPH sat.

97 MM BTU/H NG; 93 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 13% FGR #2 Oil, 13% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 80 120 30 80

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at train 
inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Fan test 
block 

No FGR/FGR
(HP)

Allowed furnace 
pressure @ MCR 

(inwc)

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM)

No FGR
NG

13% FGR 
NG

FM 22 125 120 540 70 100 125/150 Oil
125/150 NG 9.1 10.8

SP, PP 20 120 120 540 70 100

NXT-109 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options: Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=8.97'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=19.67' 
Ltot=23.00'

FD fan, fuel train and 
control panel are 
windbox mounted. 
Right- or left-hand drum 
arrangements available.

Fully Metered (FM), Parallel 
Positioning (PP) and Single 
Point Positioning (SP). 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Fan motors of 100 HP and above are only offered with manual start/stop 
control.  Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Allowed furnace pressure given for NG fuel including 0.75 inwc margin. Oil-only application will result in slightly reduced furnace pressure. 
Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general operating conditions for additional details.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables
Piping specifications

Inspection and test plan
Paint specification
Scope detail
Job document list

Fan & motor specification
Commissioning plan

For indoor applications, 
uncontrolled or 30 ppm  
NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-90E-300D-70, 90 K PPH sat.

109 MM BTU/H NG; 104 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 13% FGR #2 Oil, 13% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 80 120 30 85

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

22 125 120 600 70 115
8.1/8.4 Oil
8.1/8.4 NG

2.1/2.3 Oil
3.3/3.6 NG

NXT-120 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=9.04'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=21.00' 
Ltot=24.67'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-100E-400D-75, 100 K PPH sat.

120 MM BTU/H NG; 115 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 14% FGR #2 Oil, 14% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 80 120 30 85

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 50 75

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

22 125 120 660 70 125
8.4/9.0 Oil
8.4/8.7 NG

2.2/2.6 Oil
3.4/3.1 NG

NXT-132 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=9.04'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=24.00' 
Ltot=28.00'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-110E-400D-85, 110 K PPH sat.

132 MM BTU/H NG; 127 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 15% FGR #2 Oil, 15% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 85 125 30 90

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 75 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

22 125 120 720 70 135
8.7/9.4 Oil
8.6/9.0 NG

2.2/2.3 Oil
3.0/3.2 NG

NXT-144 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=9.04'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=25.00' 
Ltot=29.67'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-120E-400D-90, 120 K PPH sat.

144 MM BTU/H NG; 138 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 16% FGR #2 Oil, 16% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 85 130 30 90

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 75 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

24 150 145 820 70 145
9.5/9.8 Oil
9.2/9.7 NG

2.3/2.4 Oil
2.8/3.4 NG

NXT-162 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=10.11'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=26.33' 
Ltot=31.33'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-135E-500D-95, 135 K PPH sat.

162 MM BTU/H NG; 155 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 17% FGR #2 Oil, 17% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 90 130 30 95

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 75 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

24 150 145 900 70 175
9.9/10.4 Oil
9.7/10.3 NG

2.0/2.2 Oil
3.4/3.6 NG

NXT-180 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=10.11'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=27.67' 
Ltot=33.00'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-150E-500D-100, 150 K PPH sat.

180 MM BTU/H NG; 173 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 17% FGR #2 Oil, 17% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 15 15 15

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 95 130 30 95

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 75 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

24 150 145 1040 70 200
9.4/10.3 Oil
9.3/10.2 NG

2.8/3.0 Oil
3.5/3.7 NG

NXT-210 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=10.11'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=32.00' 
Ltot=38.00'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-175E-500D-115, 175 K PPH sat.

210 MM BTU/H NG; 201 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 17.5% FGR #2 Oil, 17.5% FGR

Excess Air %* 15 17.5 15 17.5

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 100 130 30 95

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 75 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

26 150 145 1200 70 230
9.5/10.2 Oil

10.4/10.5 NG
2.9/3.0 Oil
3.5/3.7 NG

NXT-240 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=10.09'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=32.67' 
Ltot=39.67'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-200E-600D-120, 200 K PPH sat.

240 MM BTU/H NG; 230 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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NG, no FGR #2 Oil, no FGR NG, 18% FGR #2 Oil, 18% FGR

Excess Air %* 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5

NOx emissions ppmvd @3%O2 105 135 30 100

CO emissions ppmvd @3%O2 50 75 75 100

VOC lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

Total PM lb/MM BTU (HHV) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05

Turndown 10 8 10 8

Regulated pressure at  
train inlet (psig) Atomizing 

steam flow 
(pph)

Atomizing air for 
cold start

Burner +  
Windbox DP 
No FGR/FGR

AHG DP 
No FGR/FGR

NG #2 Oil
Atomizing 

Steam
(psig) (SCFM) (in wc) (in wc)

26 150 145 1350 70 260
10.2/10.8 Oil
10.2/10.8 NG

2.7/2.9 Oil
3.7/3.9 NG

NXT-271 Burner
Technical Data Sheet

Performance guarantees

Specific operating conditions

Reference documents 
Please reference the below documents for additional information on the content outlined in this data sheet. All documents are available in the 
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Book.

Designed for 
furnace dimensions of 
at least:

Physical
arrangement:

Combustion Control 
System (CCS) 
compatibility options:

Fuel Options:
Choice of NFPA or 
CSA compliance 
for U.S. or Canadian 
units, respectively 
(contact us for 
TSSA compliance).

H=10.11'
W=6.69' 
Lturn=33.67' 
Ltot=41.33'

Designed for remote 
installation of FD fan, fuel 
train and control panel. 
Choice of right- or left-
hand fuel rack. Choice of 
right, left, top, or bottom 
combustion air inlet 
flanged connection.

Fully Metered (FM) 
Combustion Control 
System (CCS) with O2 trim. 
All systems use 4-20mA 
and pneumatic actuators.

Main Fuel: Natural 
gas and/or #2 oil.  

Igniter fuel: Natural 
gas and/or propane.

Performance guarantees are based on normal operating conditions and valid from 12.5% to 100% MCR, boiler with gas tight furnace division 
wall and to nominal operating pressure and temperature. Igniter emissions are not guaranteed. For application where CB does not provide the 
controls, emissions are guaranteed in manual mode only. SOx emissions are not burner dependent and depend solely on the sulfur content of the 
fuel. Burner/boiler systems are not intended for automatic recycling use. Please contact your local representative for more details.

  *Excess air given for MCR only.

Pressure control valves not included. See piping spec for design ratings. See also general design data for additional details. All pressure drops are 
given at worst case conditions specified in the general design data. Burner + Windbox DP includes a windbox mounted opposed blade damper. 
Actual site DP may vary. DP shown does not include any design margin.

Guide specifications
General design data
Product dimension tables

Piping specifications
Inspection and test plan
Paint specification

Scope detail
Job document list
Commissioning plan

For 50ºF to 100ºF combustion 
air applications, uncontrolled 
or 30 ppm NOx emissions

Designed for CBND-225E-600D-125, 225 K PPH sat.

271 MM BTU/H NG; 260 MM BTU/H #2 OIL
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All dimensions are in inches. Dimensions may differ depending on the options chosen and are given for general reference only. Refer to final 
project specific general arrangement drawing for exact dimensions to be used for construction purposes. Refer to the “E” dimension for shipping 
width. Control panel, if supplied, is being folded towards the burner when units are shipped. (Control panel is mounted on hinged supporting 
brackets). For retrofit application, oil gun and ignitor removal length could be larger by up to 12 inches.

A B C D E F G H J K L M N P

98.5 81 48 52 37 37 25 98 23 100 66 37 137 99

105 90 54 52 40 37 28 108 26 106 72 38 149 111

Boiler Size Burner 
Model

CBND-40E-200D-40
CBND-50E-200D-45
CBND-60E-200D-50

NXT-048
NXT-060
NXT-072

CBND-70E-300D-55
CBND-80E-300D-65
CBND-90E-300D-70

NXT-085
NXT-097
NXT-109

NXT-048 to NXT-109 Burners
Dimension Tables

Designed for 200D to 300D CBND Boilers

48 to 109 MM BTU/H Burners
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NXT-120 to NXT-271 Burners
Dimension Tables

Boiler Size Burner Model A B C D E F G H

CBND-100E-400D-75
CBND-110E-400D-85
CBND-120E-400D-90

NXT-120
NXT-132
NXT-144

88 78 84 63 39 128 162 117

CBND-135E-500D-95
CBND-150E-500D-100
CBND-175E-500D-115

NXT-162
NXT-180
NXT-210

92 82 90 65 41 134 169 124

CBND-200E-600D-120
CBND-225E-600D-125

NXT-240
NXT-271

100 90 96 69 45 141 176 131

Boiler Size Burner Model Fuel A B C D E F

CBND-100E-400D-75
CBND-110E-400D-85
CBND-120E-400D-90
CBND-135E-500D-95
CBND-150E-500D-100
CBND-175E-500D-115
CBND-200E-600D-120
CBND-225E-600D-125

NXT-120
NXT-132
NXT-144
NXT-162
NXT-180
NXT-210
NXT-240
NXT-271

Natural Gas 108 72 48 96 66 32

Natural Gas + Oil 124 68 60 108 84 60

All dimensions shown in inches. Dimensions may differ depending on options chosen and are given for general reference only. Refer to final 
project specific general arrangement drawing for exact dimensions to be used for construction purposes. For retrofit application - oil gun 
(G) and igniter (H) removal length may expand by up to 12 inches.

General Dimensions

Fuel Rack Dimensions

Designed for 400D to 600D CBND Boilers

120 to 271 MM BTU/H Burners
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Boiler Size Burner Model A B C* D E F G

CBND-100E-400D-75 NXT-120 70 28 142 78 116 40 32

CBND-110E-400D-85 NXT-132 78 30 154 78 126 44 32

CBND-120E-400D-90 NXT-144 78 30 154 84 132 48 34

CBND-135E-500D-95 NXT-162 84 32 158 94 136 52 38

CBND-150E-500D-100 NXT-180 84 32 168 94 140 56 38

CBND-175E-500D-115 NXT-210 94 34 190 102 154 60 40

CBND-200E-600D-120 NXT-240 102 38 202 114 170 68 44

CBND-225E-600D-125 NXT-271 102 38 218 114 184 72 44

All dimensions shown in inches. Dimensions may differ depending on options chosen and are given for general reference only. Refer to final 
project specific general arrangement drawing for exact dimensions to be used for construction purposes. To obtain the total length without 
FGR, subtract dimension “F” from dimension “C.”  
 
*Subtract 3 inches from dimension “C” when the silencer is ducted.

Air Handling Components Dimensions
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Cleaver-Brooks Engineered Boiler Systems
Manufacturer of Nebraska Boilers, 
NATCOM Burners, and ERI 
Heat Recovery Steam Generators

PACkAgEd And ModulAR 

StEAM BoilERS
for Oil Sands and Petrochemical Applications



Cost-Effective Steam
Every Cleaver-Brooks Engineered  
Boiler System features:
• 100% water-cooled furnace with no refractory seals

• Zero refractory burner throats 

• Fully integrated boiler + burner + controls from a single source

•  Optimized furnace and heat transfer sections for low heat flux to work with  
Evaporator produced water quality

• 100% mechanically cleanable circuits

 – less than 2% blowdown 

 – greater than 99.5% steam purity

 –  greater than 86% thermal efficiency  
high heat value (HHV) basis

Designed Specifically for 
oil Sands and Petrochemical Applications

MaxFire® - HRSGTypical FC-OSSG Installation

FC-OSSG    Forced Circulation Oil Sands Steam Generators up to 227 TPH steam

M-OSSG    Modular Drum boilers up to 454 TPH steam

OSSG    Fully packaged D / O / A type boilers up to 113 TPH steam

HRSG    MaxFire® HRSGs up to 454 TPH steam
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Complete integration 
for Proven Performance
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Modeling

Only Cleaver-Brooks can offer watertube boilers, state-

of-the-art burners, and combustion controls that are 

100-percent designed, engineered, manufactured, and 

integrated by one company. Other boiler manufacturers rely 

on equipment from a variety of manufacturers, simply bolted 

on, jeopardizing compatibility and performance. 

Both the furnace and flame geometries are optimized to 

provide the ideal environment for combustion. Through 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations, our 

equipment is engineered to match perfectly and operate at 

peak performance.

The seamless integration of the optimized burner, boiler, combustion control system, and burner 

management system (BMS) allows the equipment to function at maximum efficiency and minimum 

emissions, all while maintaining the highest safety standards.

Computational Fluid Dynamics is key to our state-of-the-art 
integration and ability to provide high-efficiency, ultra-low-NOx 
burner systems.
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nAtCoM Burners
NATCOM burners meet the most stringent NOx, CO, VOC, and particulate emissions requirements for any 

furnace configuration.

• On-line adjustability and possible removal of each individual gas injector

• Mulitiple fuel applications

• Unmatched flame stability with Center-Core technology

• Unbreakable 100% reliable pilot

• NOx levels from 9 to 30 ppm

• Ultra-low excess air / high efficiency

• High turndown ratio: 40:1 on gas / 15:1 on oil

Available for retrofitting any boiler/heater application, resulting in  
reduced emissions and increased reliability.



Forced-Circulation oil 
Sands Steam generator 
Cleaver-Brooks FC-OSSG features an integrated boiler/burner/control package with a NATCOM  

ultra-low-NOx burner.

• Large capacity up to 227 TPH (500,000 lbs/hr) of steam

• Steam pressures up to 15,850 kPag (2,300 psig)

• 10:1 turndown

• 100% mechanically cleanable by pigging

• Smaller footprint for reduced total cost (equipment and installation) and space savings

• Shipped modular packages for ease of installation 

• Highly efficient steam solutions capable of meeting strict emissions requirements

FC-OSSGIncrease Reliability and Efficiency 

The FC-OSSG is specifically designed with significant margins to 

avoid metal temperature excursions and tube failures. A two-

layer defense addresses fluctuations in water quality, increasing 

reliability compared to traditional OTSGs. The unit is designed to 

operate with 1% to 2% blowdown compared to 20% blowdown 

required for a traditional OTSG. The net result is you save 

considerable energy and increase efficiency.

Experience in the Oil Sands

•  Multiple FC-OSSG units with over 1.5 million lbs/hr   
total steam capacity under construction.

•  Over 5 million lbs/hr total steam capacity projects    
experience in the Oil Sands.

•  Proven design, equipment supply, installation support,   
and mechanical installation experience.

Capacities

Up to 227 TPH

Operating Pressures

Up to 15,850 kPag

Fuels

Natural Gas

Produced Gas

Heavy Oil 

Emissions

Natural Gas – 15 ppm or higher. 
Integrated SCR solutions available 

for lower emissions.

Turndown

10:1 Typical
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Reliable, Cost-Effective Steam
For SAGD and CSS projects in the Oil Sands

FC-OSSG (Patent Pending)
5

One of the biggest challenges for Oil Sands development is to acquire the most reliable and cost-

effective steam generators for bitumen extraction. The Cleaver-Brooks Forced Circulation Oil Sands 

Steam Generator (FC-OSSG) combines the benefits of a traditional drum-type watertube boiler with 

high steam purity, minimal blowdown, and the cleaning ease of the Once Through Steam Generators 

(OTSG). This large-capacity steam generator is uniquely suited for the needs of the Oil Sands Industry 

and is ideal for high-pressure steam use in SAGD and CSS applications.

The FC-OSSG is the most cost-effective and efficient system to install, operate, and maintain.   



Modular Packaged  
Boiler Systems
The Cleaver-Brooks M-OSSG incorporates the proven design features of our standard products into a 

modularized system that maximizes shop assembly and minimizes costly field labor.  Each module is 

shop-assembled, insulated, and lagged at the factory to save time and money in the field.  

• Large capacities up to 454 TPH (1,000,000 lbs/hr) of steam

• Steam pressures up to 15,850 kPag (2,300 psig) 

• 10:1 turndown typical

• Features for 100% mechanical cleaning  

• Shipped modular for ease of installation 

•  Waste heat scavenging systems for improved  
thermal efficiency > 86% HHV basis

•  Highly efficient steam solutions capable of meeting  
stringent emissions requirements

Increase Efficiency and  
Reduce Project Costs

Modular Oil Sands Steam Generators (M-OSSG) are specifically 

designed for maximum thermal efficiency and minimum field 

installation and operation costs. The units are designed to operate 

with 1% to 2% blowdown and to generate 99.5% purity steam.  

You save considerable costs in fuel, installation, and operations 

with the Cleaver-Brooks M-OSSG.

Experience in the Oil Sands

•  Multiple units with over 2.5 million lbs/hr steam    
capacity in operation.

•  Over 5 million lbs/hr total steam capacity projects    
experience in the Oil Sands.

•  Proven design, equipment supply, installation support,   
and mechanical installation experience.

Capacities

Up to 454 TPH

Operating Pressures

Up to 15,850 kPag

Fuels

Natural Gas

Produced Gas

Heavy Oil 

Emissions

Natural Gas – 15 ppm or higher. 
Integrated SCR solutions available 

for lower emissions.

Turndown

10:1 Typical

6
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Cost-Effective, large  
Capacity Steam generation
For Commercial SAGD Plants, Mine Projects, 
and Process Steam in the Oil Sands

A major challenge for Oil Sands development is to cost-effectively meet large steam demands. The 

Cleaver-Brooks Modular Oil Sands Steam Generator (M-OSSG) answers the call with large steam 

capacities and minimal field work. These shop-assembled Drum boilers offer the benefits of a traditional 

watertube boiler, with high steam purity and minimal blowdown. This large capacity steam generator 

meets the large steam needs for commercial scale projects utilizing either ASME quality or Evaporator-

produced water quality.
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Capacities

Up to 113 TPH

Operating Pressures

Up to 15,850 kPag

Fuels

Natural Gas

Produced Gas

Heavy Oil 

Emissions

Natural Gas – 15 ppm or higher. 
Integrated SCR solutions available 

for lower emissions.

Turndown

10:1 Typical

Packaged  
drum-type Boilers 
Cleaver-Brooks line of Oil Sands Steam Generators (OSSG) are also available in the traditional D, A, 

and O Style configurations. These shop-assembled boilers are selected to operate with low blowdown, 

low furnace heat flux, low emissions and high efficiency. The boilers, the burners, and the controls are 

designed and manufactured by the same company. This approach ensures the system is properly 

engineered to work seamlessly together and last for years to come. We draw on over 80 years of field 

experience to design and manufacture steam solutions that offer maximum value to our customers.  

• Capacities up to 113 TPH (250,000 lbs/hr) of steam

• Steam pressures up to 15,850 kPag (2,300 psig)

• 10:1 turndown

• Features for 100% mechanical cleaning  

• Shipped modular for ease of installation 

•  Waste heat scavenging systems for improved  
thermal efficiency > 86% HHV basis

•  Highly efficient steam solutions capable of meeting  
stringent emissions requirements

Reduce Project Cycle Time  
and Cost

Cleaver-Brooks burner and trim-mounted, shop-assembled 

boilers are specifically designed for minimum field installation 

cost. The units are designed to operate with 1% to 2% blowdown 

and to generate 99.5% purity steam. You save considerable 

installation costs and time with the Cleaver-Brooks boilers.

Experience in the Oil Sands

•  Multiple units with over a million lbs/hr steam  

capacity in operation in the Oil Sands.

•  Over 5 million lbs/hr total steam capacity projects    

experience in the Oil Sands.

•  Proven design, equipment supply, installation support,   

and mechanical installation experience. 

8
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Easy-to-install Packaged  
Steam generation Systems
For Pilot Scale SAGD Plants and  
Process Steam in the Oil Sands

Getting your steam system up and running in the shortest time possible from the day you place your 

order can often be the biggest challenge in the Oil Sands. Cleaver-Brooks 100% packaged boilers 

provide the cost-effective solution with its line of Oil Sands-specific systems. These Drum boilers offer 

the benefits of a traditional watertube boiler, with high steam purity and minimal blowdown. They are 

fully packaged with burner and boiler trim mounted at the shop and delivered to the Oil Sands by 

conventional transportation (Rail/Truck). A large range of steam generation capacities are available to 

meet the unique needs of Oil Sands utilizing either ASME quality or Evaporator produced water.

9



Capacities

Up to 453 TPH

Operating Pressures

Up to 15,850 kPag

Fuels

Natural Gas

Produced Gas

Heat Recovery  
Steam generators
The Cleaver-Brooks MaxFire® HRSG features an integrated boiler/burner/control package with a 

NATCOM ultra-low-NOx duct burner which ensures the system is properly engineered to work together 

– all under the same manufacturer. 

• Capacities up to 454 TPH (1,000,000 lbs/hr) of steam

• Steam pressures up to 15,850 kPag (2,300 psig)

• 10:1 turndown

• Features for 100% mechanical cleaning  

• Shipped modular for ease of installation 

•  Waste heat scavenging systems for improved  
CHP efficiency > 86% HHV basis

•  Highly efficient steam solutions capable of meeting  
stringent emissions requirements

•  SCR integrated with the HRSG available for single digit NOx and CO

Reduce Fuel Cost

Cleaver-Brooks HRSGs are equipped with state-of-the-art 

NATCOM duct burners designed to fire down to 3% O2 in 

a 100% water-cooled furnace. The system is optimized by 

CFD modeling for industry-leading emissions and combustion 

performance, and delivers nearly 100% thermal efficiency  

(LHV basis) with supplementary firing. The units are designed  

to operate with 1% to 2% blowdown and generate 99.5%  

purity steam. The Cleaver-Brooks HRSG saves you  

considerable fuel costs.

10
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lowest Fuel Cost Steam 
generation Systems
For Large Steam Demands for SAGD and 
Process Steam in the Oil Sands 

Cogeneration and Combined Heat and Power installations are common solutions in the Oil Sands 

to meet on-site power and steam needs. Cleaver-Brooks offers premium Heat Recovery Steam 

Generators (HRSG) for unfired, fired, and waste heat recovery applications.  

We have customized our MaxFire® series to deliver up to three times the steam from conventional 

HRSGs with near 100% thermal efficiency (LHV basis) on supplementary firing. MaxFire® series 

HRSGs offer the benefits of a traditional watertube boiler, with high steam purity and minimal 

blowdown. Customized for the Oil Sands with low heat flux to work with ASME quality or Evaporator 

produced water for a wide range of Gas Turbines from 2 to 60 MW output.  

The Cleaver-Brooks MaxFire® HRSG is the most efficient and lowest fuel cost alternative solution to 

direct-fired steam generators in the market.  
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When Shell Canada approached Cleaver-Brooks in 2007 with plans for a 2 
Million lb/hr steam plant at their Muskeg River Mine facility, they knew we 
would draw upon over 80 years of engineering experience & expertise to 
develop a custom solution that precisely met their needs.  

Historically, the largest shop-assembled (packaged) boilers available in the 
marketplace were limited to 250,000 lb/hr steam capacity.  Larger capacity 
boilers were typically field-erected at the jobsite by an army of boilermakers.  
Given the high cost of skilled labor in the 
Oil Sands, Cleaver-Brooks’ approach 
was to maximize shop-assembly in order 
to minimize this costly field work.  The 
end result was the first of its kind: the 
Elevated Drum D-Type boiler.  

The Nebraska Elevated Drum D-Type is 
designed for large steam capacities (up 
to 500,000 lb/hr) and high pressures 
(1,000+ psig).  The steam-generating 
module is completely shop assembled, 
hydro-tested, insulated and lagged, and 
shipped as one piece.  The steam drum is assembled with the trim, hydro-
tested, insulated and lagged and shipped as the second piece.  Field work 
to complete the packaged boiler includes: 1) setting the steam drum on 
saddles; 2) welding the prefabricated downcomers and risers (approximately 
28 pipe welds); and 3) mounting the burner using pre-installed mounting 
plates.  With the boiler package now complete, the rest of the work is simple 
field erection and installation.  

This robust boiler design features a generous furnace with low heat release 
rates; a low gas-side pressure drop to reduce fan power consumption; 
and external (unheated) risers & downcomers to ensure superior natural 
circulation and extended operating life. The elevated steam drum is 
adequately sized to handle load fluctuations with oversized drums (up to 72” 
ID x 45 ft long) and properly sized drum internals.  

Cleaver-Brooks Responds to the 
Unique Needs of Canada’s Oil 
Sands Industry  

Cleaver-Brooks’ innovative Elevated-Drum D-Type 
watertube boilers provide over 2 Million lb/hr for a 
major oil refinery in Alberta, Canada.   

CASE STUDY:
Shell Canada Albian Sands 

Industry: Petro-Chemical

ShEll CAnADA AlBIAn 
SAnDS

loCATIon
Muskeg River Mine, 
Ft. McMurray, Alberta, Canada

ProfIlE
Shell Canada’s Albian Sands proj-
ect is dedicated to extracting oil 
from Canada’s vast reserves and 
developing the Oil Sands respon-
sibly.    

ChAllEngE
Develop a modularized shop-as-
sembled steam system to provide 
over 2 Million lb/hr steam flow with 
maximum efficiency and reliability.

SoluTIon
The Nebraska Elevated Drum 
D-Type boiler with Natcom burner 
maximizes shop assembly while 
minimizing field work.    This ap-
proach saved millions of dollars 
over conventional field-erected 
designs.  

rESulTS
•	 Qty:  5 boilers
•	 426,000 lb/hr each
•	 550 psig saturated
•	 499 mmbtu/hr input each
•	 <80,000 btu/hr-ft3 heat release
•	 86% HHV efficiency

The Elevated Drum D-Type watertube 
boiler during manufacture.



Each boiler also includes a dual burner, 
state-of-the-art, low NOx combustion 
system with rack-mounted fuel trains 
including flame safety and combustion 
controls that maximize system 
reliability and efficiency.  Fuel skids 
were pre-piped, pre-wired & tested 
at the factory.  The original contract 
called for 76 ppm NOx emissions.  
Final source testing revealed that our 
design achieved <45 ppm NOx (nearly 
half the emissions).  

In addition, this design includes a finned tube economizer and a system of air 
heaters utilizing thermal fluid to transfer waste heat from the stack flue gas to 
the inlet combustion air to optimize heat recovery.  This approach yields 2 to 
3% higher thermal efficiency than conventional boiler systems.  
 

Successfully commissioned in 2009, 
this installation is the first of its kind 
and continues to serve as a model of 
efficiency.  

Shell Canada also purchased a 
264,000 lb/hr superheated D-Type 
boiler firing refinery gas for their 
Scotford Refinery Upgrader.  The 
Albian Sands Muskeg River Mine 
facility and the Scotford Upgrader 

together form the Athabasca Oil Sands Project (AOSP).  At full production, 
AOSP is capable of producing approximately 155,000 barrels per day of 
crude bitumen.  In addition, a seventh 180,000 lb/hr D-Type boiler firing 
natural gas was also purchased by Shell Canada for their Waterton facility.  

In all, we are producing over 2.5 Million lb/hr of steam in Alberta for Shell 
Canada alone.  Cleaver-Brooks, in partnership with our authorized local 
representative, Tundra Boiler & Instrumentation, is proud to be part of the 
on-going efforts to extract oil from Canada’s vast reserves and to aid in 
developing the Oils Sands responsibly. 

“Each boiler also includes a dual burner, 
state-of-the-art, low NOx combustion 
system with rack-mounted fuel trains.”

Elevated Drum D-Type watertube boiler 
in transit.

CB-8456 
04/2011

Contact:

Cleaver-Brooks

Engineered Boiler Systems

6940 Cornhusker Hwy

Lincoln, NE  68507

Office:  402.434.2000

E-mail: info@cleaverbrooks.com

cleaverbrooks.com

Installation in progress.



The highest quality installation-ready and engineered freestanding stacks.

exhaust
solutions
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the quality exhaust 
systems you need, 
provided with speed 
and accuracy
When you select an exhaust solution from Cleaver-Brooks, you’re integrating the latest engineering and 
technology in gas venting. Our exhaust solutions allow you to have the greatest possible efficiency whether 
you have a Cleaver-Brooks system, another manufacturer’s, or components from multiple manufacturers. We 
know that timely and accurate design and fabrication are paramount concerns to our customers. That’s why we 
engineer and produce our exhaust systems to exacting standards quickly and efficiently. Because we use the 
latest technology and techniques in research and development, quality control, and manufacturing, you reap the 
benefit of this state-of-the-art approach with faster quotes, faster design, and faster installation.

Faster 3D 
Renderings

Custom 3D and 2D CAD renderings with plans 
and a complete bill of materials are included 
with your quote in a matter of days, not weeks 
or months. Because you get your specs and 
plans faster, the other elements of your boiler 
room project won’t need to wait on your 
exhaust system.

Faster 
Installation

Our exclusive male/female jointing system on 
our installation-ready systems simplifies and 
accelerates the installation process by up to 
40%, so you can be assured completion will be 
fast and easy. Manufacturing uses state-of-the-
art processes, including precision laser cut and 
welding technology, ensuring a flawless fit. Not 
only will our precisely engineered products save 
you time and frustration, but also considerable 
labor costs.

Faster
Quotes
Our manufacturing and production process has been streamlined based on decades of 
experience and innovation. This expertise allows us to provide quotes on your projects 
faster than ever. Response times to requests for quotes and plans for standard products 
can literally be measured in hours.

With a full line of installation-ready exhaust systems, freestanding stacks, special gas vents, chimney 
liners, and grease duct products that fit our complete line of boilers and the boilers of other manufacturers, 
Cleaver-Brooks exhaust solutions can add efficiency and value to any system you’re considering or currently 
have installed. 

Learn more and download technical specifications today at cleaverbrooks.com/exhaustsolutions.

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

Faster
quotes Faster

design
Faster
deliveryResponse times 

measured in hours, 
not weeks.

Exclusive male to female jointing system reduces 
installation time by 40%.
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Installation-Ready  
Exhaust Systems
The flexibility to get the most out of any boiler

Cleaver-Brooks installation-ready boiler exhaust systems are more than the sum of their interchangeable male 
and female parts. They are complete solutions that provide the latest technology to enhance the performance 
of your boiler. Our CBI insulated exhaust systems are perfect for venting gases from liquid, oil, or solid fuel-fire 
boilers. Ranging from 6 to 48 inches in diameter, they are ideal for industrial and commercial applications.

Products

Model CBI:  
Single wall stack or liner

Model CBILA: 
1" air insulation  

double wall stack

Model CBIL1:
1" mineral fiber insulation  

double wall stack

Model CBIL1F:
1" ceramic fiber insulation  

double wall stack

Model CBIL: 
2" air insulation  

double wall stack

Model CBIL2:
2" mineral fiber insulation  

double wall stack

Model CBIL2F:
2" ceramic fiber insulation  

double wall stack

Model CBIL4F:
4" ceramic fiber insulation  

double wall stack

Features:
•  Exclusive, male/female jointing system eliminates the need 

for adapters, reducing installation time by up to 40%

•  State-of-the-art laser cut and welded joints provide accurate 
fit and adherence to specifications

•  Stainless steel material provides superior protection from 
corrosion and staining, and increases exhaust lifespan

•  A full range of accessories ensures your exhaust system is 
customized for your application

•  UL/ULc listed

Features:
•  Factory-welded joints provide strength, and avoid costly  

third-party welding

•  Available in carbon steel, COR-TEN® steel or stainless steel 
configurations, as required by your installation’s needs

•   High-temperature insulation provides protection from the extreme 
heat associated with exhaust stacks

•  Metal jacket is available as an option when required

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

Freestanding Stacks
Engineered to excel in the most demanding sites

Cleaver-Brooks manufactures freestanding stacks for customers with the most demanding 
applications. These systems are not only manufactured to American and Canadian standards 
and requirements, they’re engineered to meet Cleaver-Brooks standard of perfection.

Our in-house engineering department will create the most efficient solution – no matter how 
demanding the application or type of boiler system employed. Designs are based on exhaust 

combustion products, thermal and chemical conditions, corrosion effects, structural 
analysis, seismic calculations, and vortex-induced load analysis. Our team will propose the 
appropriate composition, shape, and jointing method for your specific application, using 
the latest technology in combustion gas venting.

Products

Model CBS:
Single structural shell stack 

Model CBS2:
Cylindrical double wall stack – 
inner structural shell insulation 

and outer metal jacket

Model CBS3:
Cylindrical double wall stack – 
outer structural shell with air 

space, insulation, and steel lining

Model CBSR:
Cylindrical refractory-lined free-
standing stack – outer structural 

shell with refractory lining
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Products

Model CBH:
Single wall stack/liner

Model CBHLA:
1" air insulation double wall stack

Model CBHL1:
1" mineral fiber insulation double wall stack

Model CBHL:
2" air insulation double wall stack

Model CBHL2:
2" mineral fiber insulation double wall stack

Special Gas Vents
An exhaust system as efficient as your condensing boiler

Condensing high-efficiency boilers require cutting-edge technology specially engineered for the highest-
efficiency boilers. Our special gas vents provide flue venting for industrial, institutional, and commercial 
applications, and are well suited for condensing-boiler applications. Like our other lines of chimneys and 
vents, they come installation-ready with male and female joints, allowing for an easy and efficient installation 
as well as reducing installation time by up to 40%.

Chimney Liners
Safety and ease of installation in your masonry chimney

Masonry chimneys require special products to maximize safety and efficiency. Cleaver-Brooks offers an 
entire line of products designed specifically for these types of chimneys. These systems are perfect for 
venting category 1 gases and oil-fired appliances equipped with draft hoods or type B gas vents. Like all 
our products, they are custom engineered and fabricated to ensure precise fit for quick installation and a 
lifetime of efficient performance.

Products

Model CBI:
Single wall liner, 20-gauge  

6" to 24" diameter
Model CBH:

Single wall liner, 24-gauge  
6" to 48" diameter

Grease Duct Products
The industry’s best solution  
and the easiest to install

When removing smoke and grease vapors, it is important to have the best-
engineered product available to improve indoor environments and ensure 
the safest possible solution. These chimney systems are designed for 
exhaust of combustion gases under positive, negative, or neutral pressure, 
emanating from a variety of appliances. Our grease duct products use the 
same male/female design and plasma welding construction as our larger 
systems, ensuring fast delivery and efficient installations.

Features:
•   Male/female slip-type  

jointing system decreases  
installation time by 40%

•  Laser welding

•  Stainless steel material

•  Industrial, institutional,  
and commercial applications

•  UL/ULc listed

Products

Model CBG:
Single wall grease duct

Model CBGLA:
1" air insulation double wall 

grease duct

Model CBGL1F:
1" ceramic fiber insulation  
double wall grease duct

Model CBGL:
2" air insulation double wall 

grease duct

Model CBGL2F:
2" ceramic fiber insulation  
double wall grease duct

Model CBGL4F:
4" ceramic fiber insulation  
double wall grease duct

These models are suitable for continuous  
operation at temperatures not exceeding  
500°F (260°C). 

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers

Features:
•  Exclusive male/female slip-type jointing system 

reduces installation time by up to 40%

•  Stainless steel as per UL1738  
(24-gauge 6" to 48" diameter)

•  Full range of accessories, including elbows, fittings, 
guides, and supports

•  Laser welding

•  UL/ULc listed

Features:
•    Male/female slip-type jointing 

reduces installation time by 40%

•  Laser welding

•  Stainless steel material

•  UL/ULc listed
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Total Integration goes far  
beyond exhaust solutions.
Efficiency and quality don’t end with exhaust solutions. Cleaver-Brooks complete 

integration produces the most efficient boiler solutions in the world. Completely 

designed, engineered, manufactured, integrated, and serviced by one company, 

our systems don’t have a single outsourced component to jeopardize compatibility 

or performance. If you’re looking for the best-quality boiler systems with the lowest 

emissions and highest efficiencies, you’re looking for Cleaver-Brooks. 

Boiler system icons are copyrights of Cleaver-Brooks, Inc.



Achieve the lowest NOx emissions possible

The Industry’s Only Integrated

SCR
SeleCtive CatalytiC ReduCtion
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ReduCe youR nox emiSSionS 
with SCR
Selective Catalytic Reduction, or SCR, is a post-flue gas treatment that is capable of reducing NOx emissions from 
a wide variety of boiler systems. SCR is one of the most effective ways of reducing NOx in a flue gas stream, with 
reductions up to 95%. 

SCR uses ammonia as a reducing 
agent, which is introduced into the 
flue gas stream. This mixture then 
comes in contact with a catalyst, 
selectively transforming the NOx 
into harmless nitrogen and water. 

With the addition of SCR, NOx 
emissions can be reduced down 
to 1 ppm. It’s a viable option 
to help meet current or future 
environmental regulations or your 
company’s sustainability goal.

SCR – integRated By CleaveR-BRookS

Since Cleaver-Brooks is the only manufacturer that can offer complete, integrated boiler systems, we’re also  
the only manufacturer that can provide an SCR system integrated with your boiler. Not only does that mean a

single-source solution with a streamlined engineering 
process and better value, but a better system with more 
flexibility to meet the needs of your application.

Cleaver-Brooks manufactures every major component  
of the boiler system, which enables us to provide an  
optimal solution for your needs. We use Computational  
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and other advanced modeling 
software to ensure flawless design. Equipment integration 
allows precise adjustment to the boiler, burner, and  
controls, resulting in the most cost-effective and efficient 
SCR system.CFD model of ammonia injection grid and catalyst face velocity.

Controls

A single integrated system that 
controls the boiler, burner, and SCR. 
Control the entire system from one 
simple-to-use HMI.

Ammonia injection grid and  
flow conditioning devices 

AIG strategically located to inject ammonia into the flue gas 
stream. Boiler outlet transition designed for best distribution. 

Ammonia metering and  
dilution skid

Three types of reducing agent systems available: 

Catalyst reactor

Ammonia mixes with flue gas in reactor, resulting in a 
uniform distribution to optimize catalyst performance. For 
each application, the catalyst bed geometry is optimized. 
The highest quality corrugated catalyst is used with 
vanadium, titanium, or tungsten oxides as active agents.

Structure, platforms, ladders, and piping

Complete engineering of all ancillary walkways and 
structures is included in our comprehensive integration.

Exhaust systems

An exhaust system designed specifically for your 
application, with both installation-ready and freestanding 
stacks available. 

Heat recovery

A custom heat recovery system allows flue gas 
temperatures to be optimized, resulting in the most 
effective reduction of NOx emissions. Recovering 
the waste heat of the flue gas with an economizer 
increases the efficiency of the boiler. 
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Anhydrous 
Ammonia

NH3

Aqueous
Ammonia
NH3+H2O

Urea
(NH2)2CO

•���Pure�ammonia�liquefied�
under pressure

•��Suitable�for�smaller� 
size applications

•��Most�economical�
reducing agent system

•���Ammonia�in�19%–29%�
water

•��Easy�and�safe�to�handle

•��Requires�storage�
tank and vaporization 
equipment

•���Powdered�urea�converts� 
to ammonia prior to 
catalyst stage

•��Easiest�to�handle

•��Zero-contingency

The SCR system can be paired 
with any new or existing:

•�Firetube
•�Industrial�Watertube
•�Heat�Recovery�Steam�Generator

Boiler

Harmless water and 
nitrogen formed

Catalyst bed

Ammonia mixes 
with NOx

Ammonia 
injection grid

Exhaust gas

Ammonia metering 
and dilution skid

With a complete, single-source Cleaver-Brooks boiler 
system, we can choose the right boiler to optimize the 
system that best meets your application. 

Integrated
Controls

Heat
Recovery Burners

Exhaust
Solutions

Water
Systems

Boilers
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Total Integration goes far  
beyond exhaust solutions.
Efficiency and quality don’t end with exhaust solutions. Cleaver-Brooks complete 

integration produces the most efficient boiler solutions in the world. Completely 

designed, engineered, manufactured, integrated, and serviced by one company, 

our systems don’t have a single outsourced component to jeopardize compatibility 

or performance. If you’re looking for the best-quality boiler systems with the lowest 

emissions and highest efficiencies, you’re looking for Cleaver-Brooks. 



SAVES ENERGY, EXTENDS BOILER LIFE
Traymaster Deaerator

Traymaster Deaerator
30,000 - 500,000 Lbs/hr.



Distinct Advantages of the Traymaster 
Deaerator
The Cleaver-Brooks Traymaster™ Deaerator is a 
tray style deaerator. The tray design is recognized as 
the most versatile and efficient method of reducing 
dissolved Oxygen content in boiler feed water 
to levels less than .005 cc/liter (7ppb) while also 
removing Carbon Dioxide.

Protects the Boiler                               
Mechanically reduces corrosive Oxygen content from 
incoming feed water to less than .005 cc/liter (7ppb), 
thereby protecting the boiler tubes from Oxygen cor-
rosion.

Protects the Condensate Return System 
Mechanically eliminates corrosive Carbon Dioxide 
from incoming feed water to lower the possibility 
of carbonic acid attack of the condensate return 
equipment.

Saves Fuel and Reduces Water Use   
Permits recovery of valuable high purity trapped 
and pumped condensate return to be used as 
boiler feed water.

Saves Fuel and Reduces Chemical Use     
By using mostly mechanical means, rather than 
purely chemical methods to remove dissolved 
Oxygen from the feed water, the dissolved solids 
transferred to the boiler are lowered.  This reduces 
the amount of boiler blowdown requiired.

CleAveR-BRookS TRAymASTeR DeAeRAToR

30,000 - 500,000 lbs/hr.  

COmpACT FOOTpRINT 

hIGh EFFICIENCY 

•	 16 Sizes from 1,500 thru 12,000 Input 
MBH

•	 Designed specifically for Commercial 
market

•	 Effective Resistance to Thermal Shock

•	 20-Year Limited Pressure Vessel Warranty

•	  Fuel Flexibility:  Gas or Light Oil

•	  Modular (inner/outer) Casing Panel
 Designed for Ease of Maintenance



moDel Fle - oPTIoN
Fully Field erectable 

 • Three control packages available including the 
integrated Advanced Deaerator Control Package 
(ADAC):

 • Color touch screen interface to programmable 
logic control system

 • Deaerator water level, steam pressure and boiler 
feed pump control

 • Variable control over level alarm and control points

 • Stand-along design, or Surge Tank combinations

 • Engineered integration with other Cleaver-Brooks 
boiler controls

 • Internal Vent Condenser uses steam normally 
vented to atmosphere, to pre-heat the makeup 
water.

 • Customization of the Traymaster™ Deaerator 
is welcomed to meet specific application 
requirements

PACkAGeD BURNeR v-SeRIeS
The Ultimate in Performance

PlC Control with  
Touch Screen Navigation

Internal vent Condenser

easy Access to Trays with Hinged 
Tray Box Door



221 Law Street · Thomasville, GA 31792 
414-359-0600 · 800-250-5883 

info@cleaverbrooks.com · cleaverbrooks.com

TRAymASTeR DeTAIlS AND DImeNSIoNS 

model Number Tm030 Tm100 Tm140 Tm200 Tm250

CAPACITY (pph) 30,000 100,000 140,000 200,000 250,000

A Overall Height (based on 7' stand) 227 263-1/2 284 302-1/2 316

B Overall Length 120-1/2 160 186 197 195-1/2

C Overall Width 75 91 97 107-1/2 119

D Column Diameter 36 54 60 72 72

E Storage Tank Diameter 42 66 72 84 96

Q Tray Clearance 18 36 36 36 36

Column Weight(LBS) 1600 3000 3700 5600 6000

Storage Tank Capacity (GAL.) 600 2000 2800 4000 5000

Standard sizes Range 30,000-500,000 lbs/hr

Printed in the U.S.A.
©2010 Cleaver-Brooks, Inc.

CB-8192
03/11

Standard Sizes range: 30,000 - 500,000 lbs/hr
Standard Storage Vessels range: 600-10,000 gallons
Customization available to meet your needs.

             Front view                                                                Right Side   Top view

CleAveR-BRookS TRAymASTeR DeAeRAToR



 

 
For more information: 
Debbie Dryden        Elizabeth Brown 
Kilgannon        Cleaver-Brooks 
(770) 974-9741        (414) 577-2836 
ddryden@kilgannon.com      ebrown@cleaverbrooks.com 
 

Company Fact Sheet 
 

Who Cleaver-Brooks is a complete boiler room solutions provider that helps 
businesses run better every day. It develops hot water and steam generation 
products aimed at integrating and optimizing the total boiler/burner/control/stack 
exhaust system to maximize energy efficiency and reliability while minimizing 
emissions.   

 
Headquarters  221 Law Street 

Thomasville, GA 31792 
(800) 250-5883 
www.cleaverbrooks.com 

 
Facilities Cleaver-Brooks operates manufacturing and warehousing facilities in nine 

locations throughout North America, including: Gonzales, Texas; Lincoln, Neb.; 
Mexico City, Mexico; Milwaukee, Wis.; Monroe, Wis., Montreal, Canada; 
Stratford, Canada; Terrebonne, Quebec and Thomasville, Ga. The company is 
headquartered in Thomasville, Ga.  

 
Employees  950  
 
Sales Force The Cleaver-Brooks Rep Association (CBRA) has more than 1,500 

representatives in 100 offices worldwide.   
 
R&D Center Cleaver-Brooks is one of the few boiler solution providers in the world to operate 

a dedicated research and development center committed to integrated 
engineering. In addition to developing energy-efficient, low-emissions products, 
the company has engineered state-of-the-art retrofit solutions for commercial, 
institutional and industrial markets. The company’s R&D center is located in 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
 

Solutions Provider Cleaver-Brooks offers a proprietary program called BOOST (Boiler Operation 
Optimization Savings Test). This customizable computer program, designed for 
steam boiler systems, details the annual cost savings realized from making 
certain energy-efficient upgrades, retrofits or replacements. BOOST can be 
utilized with any boiler system, regardless of the manufacturer.  
 
Cleaver-Brooks offers a full line of integrated energy solutions, including heat 
recovery packages, integrated control systems and burner upgrades, to increase 
the efficiency of any system. 

 
Divisions  Engineered Boiler Systems 

The Engineered Boiler Systems division manufactures the widest range of 
Nebraska-engineered, industrial watertube boilers (10,000 – 1,000,000 pph) and 
pioneered the world’s highest-efficiency, ultra-low emission burners. The division 
offers the most advanced, integrated boiler, control and burner management 
systems and manufactures the broadest line of heat recovery systems in the 
world. Cleaver-Brooks’ NATCOM burner technology meets the strictest NOx, CO, 
VOC and particulate emission requirements for gas or oil systems.  



 

 
Packaged Boiler Systems 
The Packaged Boiler Systems division produces fully integrated, high-
performance systems ranging from 10 horsepower to more than 2,200 
horsepower. The division manufactures firetube, condensing hot water, 
commercial watertube, and modular boilers that are engineered to integrate with 
the company’s burners, controls and other boiler room equipment, including 
deaerators, economizers, heat recovery systems and accessories. 

 
   Packaged Burner Systems 

The Packaged Burner Systems division manufacturers a comprehensive line of 
high-efficiency, low and ultra-low emission products under its flagship brand 
ProFire. Cleaver-Brooks’ burners are engineered to integrate seamlessly with the 
company’s line of packaged boilers, components and controls.   

 
   Exhaust Solutions 

The Exhaust Solutions division manufactures a complete line of exhaust gas 
products (breeching and stacks) to fit Cleaver-Brooks’ broad range of engineered 
and packaged boilers.  

 
Aftermarket Solutions 
Cleaver-Brooks provides its reps with the tools and equipment to optimize any 
boiler system operating today. The company offers comprehensive upgrade and 
retrofit capabilities from a world-class engineering staff. Its turn-key upgrades 
and retrofits make it easy to change fuel types, lower emissions and increase 
boiler efficiency. Cleaver-Brooks also offers a proprietary BOOST evaluation to 
determine how certain upgrades and/or retrofits can help companies maximize 
efficiencies, reduce operating costs and increase productivity.   
 
In addition to providing industry-leading service and customer support, Cleaver-
Brooks has one of the most extensive boiler aftermarket parts networks in the 
world. It stocks more than 4,000 items, including gaskets, controls, valves, 
accessories, pumps, motors, gauges, deaerators and water softeners.     

 
Background The company was founded in 1929 by John C. Cleaver, who started 

manufacturing small, portable boilers. Cleaver and Raymond Brooks formed 
Cleaver-Brooks in 1931 and began mass producing boilers. Through a 
commitment to research and development and a sound acquisition strategy, 
today the company is the sole provider of integrated boiler/burner/control/stack 
exhaust solutions and is a leading manufacturer of boiler room equipment across 
commercial, institutional and industrial markets.   

 
An early industry leader, Cleaver-Brooks maintains that reputation today and is 
committed to introducing technology and products that enable a more energy-
efficient and environmentally friendly generation of steam and hot water. Among 
the company’s most recent product developments are: the steam-ready 
Nebraska D series that reduces the project schedule of an integrated D-style 
industrial watertube system by 30 percent; the Forced Circulation Oil Sands 
Steam Generator (FC-OSSG), which combines the benefits of the once-through 
steam generators (OTSG) and drum-type boilers; and the CBEX, an integrated 
firetube boiler system with cutting-edge EX technology that sets a new standard 
for compact, high-efficiency design.   

 
  



 

 
Management  Welch Goggins, President & CEO 

 Marc Szczerba, Executive Vice President & CFO 
Earle Pfefferkorn, President, Packaged Boiler Systems 

 Robert St. Denis, President, Engineered Boiler Systems 
   Mike Valentino, President, Packaged Burner Systems 

Brett Kieffer, Senior Vice President, Operations 
Mike Donahue, Vice President, Sales Management & Marketing 
Dan Harris, Vice President, Aftermarket & Procurement 
 

# # # 



C O M PA N y  A F F I L I AT I O N S

American Boiler Manufacturers Association

Council of Industrial Boiler Owners

Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute

National Association of Power Engineers

Corporate Headquarters
221 Law Street

Thomasville, GA 31792
800-250-5883
229-226-3024

Sales Support
11950 West Lake Park Drive

Milwaukee, WI 53224
414-359-0600

product development
Cleaver-Brooks Boiler House
3232 W. Lancaster Avenue

Milwaukee, WI 53209

CorPorATE And MAnufACTuring LoCATionS

Aftermarket Solutions

 221 Law Street
 thomasville, Ga 31792
 229-226-3024

 Products and Services
 Replacement Parts 
 Specialty Parts 
 Spare Parts Lists 
 Upgrades and Retrofits

Engineered Boiler Systems

   6940 Cornhusker Highway
 Lincoln, ne 68507
 402-434-2000

 Products
 Industrial Watertubes
 Heat Recovery Steam Generators
 Waste Heat Boilers

  8515 Lafrenaie blvd
 St. Leonard, Quebec  
 Canada H1p 2b3
 514-326-2571

 Products
 Industrial Burners
 Industrial Controls
 NATCOM Burners

Packaged Boiler Systems

 221 Law Street 
 thomasville, Ga 31792 
 229-226-3024

 Products
 Firetube Boilers 
 Electric and Electrode Boilers
 Integrated Controls

 161 Lorne avenue W
 Stratford, ontario
 Canada n5a 6S4
 519-271-9220

 Products
 Commercial Boilers 
 Flextube® Boilers 
 Boiler Feed and Recovery 
 Water Treatment 
 Heat Recovery 

  poniente 148 no. 973
 Col. Industrial Vallejo 
 02300 d.f. Mexico
 001-52-555-567-3166

 Product
 Firetube Boilers

 9a block, Shenyue Wuliu Jidi
 Zhong Shan Yuan road north
 ton Le Cun, nanshan
 Shenzhen 518052
 p.r. China
  +86 755 26723676

 Product
 Firetube Boilers

Packaged Burner Systems

 351 21st Street 
 Monroe, WI 53566
 608-325-3141

 Products
 Commercial Burners
 Industrial Burners

Exhaust Solutions

    545 fernand-poitras 
terrebonne, Quebec

 Canada J6Y 1Y5 
 450-625-6060

 Products
 Chimneys
 Stacks
 Venting 

 2900 Johnson Street 
 Gonzales, tx 78629 
 803-672-9541

 Product
 Custom Metal Fabrication
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